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1. 2 High Street, Blenheim 
(Chairman/Clr Sloan)  (Report prepared by J Lyall)  Reference (P180-17) 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to present a number of development concepts for the 2 High Street 

Blenheim site. 

Background 
2. The urban design process carried out by Urbanism+ identified the 2 High Street site as an 

important part of Blenheim’s central business areas future. A high level concept design was 
produced and consulted on with the community (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1 – Urban Design Concept for 2 High Street Blenheim 

3. The design promoted a terraced bank including an accessible ramp to connect the river and the 
town centre via High Street. The concept also promoted the development of buildings with 
active uses (people interaction) overlooking this space to add vibrancy and activity to the area.  

4. At the time that the urban design work was carried out it was envisaged that any development 
would incorporate land which is currently Twelfth Lane and the carpark adjacent to the Centre-
point Mall. Concepts such as a hotel with a restaurant in front were discussed as being a suitable 
use for the area. 

5. The difficulty with this concept is that any proposed building foot print covers Twelfth Lane 
which is legal road and would require a formal road stopping process to enable this land to be 
built on (Figure 2). This process would require public notification.  
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6. Consultation would also be required with all adjacent land owners as the proposal requires a 
large number of existing carparks to be removed. It is possible that the removal of parking in 
this area would not be favourably received by adjacent retailers as it is likely to impact on land 
values and accessibility to the retail outlets. 

 

Figure 2 – Building footprint concept overlaid on Twelfth Lane 

Discussion 
7. Last year after receiving a number of enquiries Council called for expressions of interests for 

development of the site. Only one application was received. Council decided that the proposal 
that was submitted did not fully align with the high level concept provided in the urban design 
strategy. This was due to the proposed building footprint being located closer to the Taylor 
River than the urban design concept. This created a steeper gradient down to the water’s edge.  

8. Council requested that a number of options be developed that align with the urban design 
strategy or as near as practicable with the strategy. Local architect Tim Barton has been 
commissioned to prepare some concepts for the site for Council to consider. Mr Barton will 
provide a presentation to Council on the advantages and disadvantages of each of the options 
along with the costs for each concept. This information will also assist staff with preparing 
budgets for development of this area. 

Summary 
9. The urban design work identified the 2 High Street site as important for creating vitality in 

Blenheim’s central business area. 

10. The high level urban design concept was originally based on developing a hotel and restaurant 
on 2 High Street and the adjoining carpark. This concept has several constraints such as the 
removal of a large number of carparks and building over legal road. 
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11. An expression of interest proposal to develop the site did not produce an acceptable conceptual 
outcome as the building frontage was located closer to the Taylor River which increased the 
access gradient. 

12. Council requested that a number of options be developed that align with the urban design 
strategy as near as practicable. 

13. Architect, Tim Barton will present a number of options for developing Council’s 2 High Street 
Blenheim site. 

RECOMMENDED 
No recommendation pending discussion by the Committee.  
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2. Solar City – Marlborough Pilot Study 
(Mayor) (Report prepared by D Heiford) Reference C225-07 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to present the interim findings of the Solar City Marlborough pilot 

study. 

Background 
2. Solar City approached Council in May 2009 to partner in a pilot study for Marlborough to 

investigate the potential of solar hot water heating. 

3. Attached, for information, is a copy of a report presented to the Community and Financial 
Planning Committee meeting on 23 November 2009. 

4. The pilot study was launched in Spring 2010. 

Comments 
5. Representatives of Solar City, Jude Tarr, Commercial Business Manager and Tim Savill, Chief 

Operating Officer, will present their interim finding to the Committee.  

6. Solar City has some recommendations for Council to consider as part of their presentation. 

RECOMMENDED 
No recommendation pending discussion by the Committee. 
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COPY OF REPORT 

1.1.  Solar Water Heating – Marlborough Proposal  
 (C225-07) 

(Report prepared by D Heiford) 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is for Council to consider a proposal to investigate the viability of a 

solar water heating project for Marlborough. 

Background 
2. Nelson City Council (NCC) has launched a programme of encouraging the installation of solar 

water heating units in Nelson City. 

3. The programme is managed and promoted by Solar City Limited in conjunction with NCC.  
Solar City Ltd is a private company formed to promote and coordinate the uptake of solar water 
heating across New Zealand. 

4. Approved installers / providers were appointed by NCC after a registration and evaluation 
process. 

5. NCC provides fixed interest loans to households to finance the installation.  There is an 
administration fee included in the application.  The loans are paid back via rates over ten years 
(or earlier if desired by the homeowner). 

6. The installations currently attract a $1,000 subsidy from the EECA.  This subsidy will be 
subject to future funding allocations in Government budgets. 

Marlborough Proposal 
7. Solar City (SC) has approached Council with a proposal to investigate a programme of solar 

water heating installation in Marlborough along the lines of the NCC model. 

8. SC wants to undertake preliminary consultation with key stakeholders; home owners, architects, 
builders, developers, small/medium businesses, large businesses, public bodies, large property 
owners, hotels, tourism businesses, schools, etc in Marlborough.  This involves surveys, 
meetings and web site promotion of the programme. 

9. Assuming consultation is positive a group of pilot installations covering mainly domestic 
properties will be undertaken.  Commercial buildings, public buildings, and rural applications 
may be also be considered. 

10. The consultation and pilots are fully funded by SC.  The only requirement from Council at this 
stage is staff time to assist with making local contacts and some ‘in kind’ support via Council 
endorsement of the consultation and links via the Council website. 

Council Issues and Options 
11. Marlborough has one of the highest levels of sunshine hours in New Zealand. 

12. There has been interest in the past from Marlborough citizens in the investigation of a similar 
programme to the NCC solar water heating programme.  This has been heightened with the 
positive publicity that NCC has been receiving recently for the programme. 
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13. Council staff have discussed the programme with NCC staff and are investigating the funding 
issues and options in relation to MDC. 

14. Council needs to decide if it wants to agree to the proposal in principle and continue 
investigations. 

15. The results of the consultation, feasibility and financial options would be brought back to 
Council for consideration. 

16. The intention is that all options would be canvassed and decided by Council in time for 
consultation for the 2010/11 Annual Plan.  The aim is for the Marlborough scheme to be fiscally 
neutral. 

17. There are potential future opportunities under similar programmes for Council to support 
insulation upgrades and solar power generation. 

18. Government subsidies may be available but this will be subject to government budget decisions 
as the current allocations are fully subscribed for 2009. 

Summary 
19. Council has the potential to assist Marlborough residents to take advantage of the District’s 

superior sunshine hours. 

20. Council will need to decide if it wants to investigate this model for Marlborough and progress 
with the consultation. 

RECOMMENDED 
1. That Council agree to progress the Solar Water Heating proposal and consultation. 

2. That further investigation be undertaken on the project with a report back to Council as 
part of the 2010/11 Annual Plan. 

 



 

3. Youth Initiatives Plan 2011 - Report 
(Mayor & Clr Bagge) (Report prepared by L Reeves) Reference (C225-04) 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to provide an update to Council on progress of the Youth 

Initiatives Plan implementation in 2011, along with a report on how the youth funding has been 
expended to date over the same period. 

Background 
2. The Long Term Council Community Plan includes a community outcome for youth as follows: 

“Positive Youth: a community where young people are vibrant and optimistic, encouraged to 
take up challenges, and supported in their lifestyle choices”. 

 In addition Council adopted a Youth Policy in 1999 that states: 

 The Marlborough District Council will work towards developing a District where: 

 young peoples’ views and contributions to their families and their communities are valued 

 young people are cherished and their diversity is recognised, acknowledged and    
celebrated 

 the views of young people will be sought and taken into account in the development of the 
Council’s policies and activities. 

3. As a result the Youth Council was established as a mechanism to communicate and gain 
participation by young people in civic activities. 

4. In 2005 Council undertook a Youth Scoping Project in conjunction with Public Health which 
comprised a survey of youth service organisations and a Talking Walls Project with secondary 
schools’ students.  

5. Council requested that the Youth Council provide information on how youth initiatives funding 
could be utilised.  A Youth Initiatives Plan was presented to Council for consideration and 
encompassed the information provided by the Youth Council and some recommended actions. 

6. As a result Council agreed to adopt the plan and provide an annual budget for the Youth 
Council to implement the actions identified in the plan to achieve positive outcomes for young 
people in our community. 

7. Since then youth plans have been reviewed and developed on an annual basis by each Youth 
Council and reported to Council.   

8. The same format has applied whereby organisations have made proposals to deliver outcomes 
for youth in relation to the plans in addition to some ongoing projects that have continued to be 
supported such as the youth art exhibition, Students Against Driving Drunk (SADD), peer 
support programme in schools and CACTUS programmes across Marlborough.  

9. In addition the Youth Council has identified more hands on projects that they want to be 
involved in – these provide leadership and skill development opportunities. 
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10. The Mayor and Chair of the Community & Financial Planning Committee, along with one 
youth representative from each of the secondary schools, continue to have delegated authority 
for decisions on the youth initiative proposals within the annual youth funding budget, however 
the majority of decisions on funding are made at Youth Council meetings. 

Youth Initiatives Plan 
11. Attached for committee members’ information is a progress report on implementation of 

actions identified in the 2011 Youth Plan. 

12. There continues to be increased relationships with the Police and youth, with Police staff 
attending the Youth Council meetings on invitation and following up with delivery in terms of 
Students Against Driving Drunk (SADD), CACTUS programmes in Picton, Havelock, Seddon 
and Blenheim along with the PCT (Physical Competency Test) competitions. 

13. Each year the Youth Council reviews the previous year’s Youth Plan and identifies the priority 
areas they think need to be actioned during their year of operation.   

14. Two target areas that commenced in 2011 and are due for completion in 2012 are the 
development of a youth website and an intergenerational event planned for April 2012 in 
conjunction with older people in our community.  

15. A tree planting initiative has also been implemented in 2011 and will now be an annual activity 
of the Youth Council. 

Youth Funding 
16. The Youth Plan report attached provides information on the allocation of funds by the Youth 

Council in 2011.   

17. It should be noted that Council’s financial year does not align with the calendar year by which 
the Youth Council operates therefore the report shows information across two financial years. 

18. Some activities are being funded on an annual basis as they are seen as contributing effectively 
to positive outcomes for youth.   

19. These include the Community Youth Worker position which is employed by the Marlborough 
Youth Trust in partnership with the Department of Internal Affairs and Council.   

20. This has had significant impact on the development of youth activities in Marlborough and 
particularly in some of the rural areas including Picton, Havelock and Seddon.  It has also been 
instrumental in establishing CACTUS and PCT programmes.  

21. The Youth Art Exhibition which was held as an inaugural event in 2007 and held annually since 
is another event that has ongoing support by youth.  

22. Feedback from the Millennium Art Gallery, Marlborough secondary schools and youth is that 
this is a great youth development project which profiles youth in a positive way using art as a 
medium.   

23. This has subsequently been reviewed and the Youth Council will now hold this on alternate 
years with youth community murals as the other art experience to foster more community 
interaction and learning experiences.   
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Summary 
24. Since the Plan was adopted in May 2011 there has been considerable progress on youth 

activities which has included young people in all aspects of the planning, implementation and 
delivery of the activities.  This includes decision making in terms of what projects have priority 
for funding. 

25. Council continues to get positive feedback from the youth service providers, principals of local 
secondary schools and youth themselves on the engagement Council has with youth, along with 
support for youth projects.  It is anticipated that further projects and support will be expected in 
2012. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the Youth Plan report for 2011 be received.



 

3.1 Youth Initiatives Plan 2011 - Report 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to provide information on the implementation of the Youth Initiatives 
Plan by the Youth Council in conjunction with Council and other key partners including the 
Marlborough Youth Trust. 

Background 
The Long Term Council Community Plan includes a community outcome for youth as follows: 

“Positive Youth: a community where young people are vibrant and optimistic, encouraged to take up 
challenges, and supported in their lifestyle choices”. 

In addition Council adopted a Youth Policy in 1999 that states: 

The Marlborough District Council will work towards developing a District where: 

 young peoples’ views and contributions to their families and their communities are valued 

 young people are cherished and their diversity is recognised, acknowledged and celebrated 

 the views of young people will be sought and taken into account in the development of the 
Council’s policies and activities. 

As a result the Youth Council was established as a mechanism to communicate and gain participation 
by young people in civic activities. 

In 2005 Council undertook a Youth Scoping Project in conjunction with Public Health which 
comprised a survey of Youth Service Organisations and a Talking Walls Project with secondary 
schools students, Council requested that the Youth Council provide information on how Youth 
Initiatives funding could be utilised.  A Youth Initiatives Plan was presented to Council for 
consideration and encompassed the information provided by the Youth Council and some 
recommended actions. 

As a result Council agreed to adopt the plan and provide an annual budget for the Youth Council to 
implement the actions identified in the plan to achieve positive outcomes for young people in our 
community. 

The Plan 
The original plan pulled together the information provided through the Youth Scoping process along 
with feedback from young people through the Youth Council.  This Plan is updated with information 
and priorities from the 2011 Youth Council. 

The report endeavours to summarise the issues identified through the original process under topic 
headings and suggestions made by young people both at the time as well as from the subsequent 
Youth Council members from each year since. It also recommends actions to be undertaken in 
conjunction with other organisations such as the Marlborough Youth Trust, Police, Schools.  

This process assists Council in achieving the Community Outcomes for youth, give effect to the 
Council Youth Policy as well as give guidance on priorities for allocation of youth funding. 
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Progress to date is identified in italics under the action points in each section. 

1.  Education, Training, Employment 
Issues discussed under this heading were focused around how easy it is for young people to 
access information about the opportunities and options for future employment in Marlborough.  

 Comments included: 

 There is a need to maintain the level of trades information regarding apprenticeships etc, 
particularly focused at the local labour market.   

 Careers advice is primarily focused at university and tertiary education.   There is a need to 
look at primary and secondary local employment options.   

 Need to ensure that follow up for young people when leaving school to go to employment 
or training continues to happen through the Youth Transition Service. This to include 
providing support in the workplace and finding other options available if the employment 
did not work out. 

Actions 
1.  Continue support for services that provide trades information including the annual Industry 

Training Graduation. 

2. Investigate options for promoting the Youth Transition Service. 

Progress: 
An Industry Training Graduation was held in August 2011 with graduates receiving their 
certificates and being acknowledged for their achievements – local media coverage about the 
event and promotion of trades as a career path option was undertaken in conjunction with 
the graduation. 

The Ministry of Social Development continue to fund a comprehensive Youth Transition 
Service (YTS) in Marlborough - this is being managed and delivered by the Safer 
Communities section of Council. The major focus of this service is to assist young people 
transitioning from school to further training and/or employment.    

Promotion of the YTS continues, however the key to this has been the Memorandum of 
Understanding with each of the secondary schools. Information on YTS is provided to school 
leavers and they are all followed up when they leave school until they turn 19 years old. 

YTS staff continue to build positive relationships with local trades employers and Industry 
Training Organisations to ensure trade opportunities are made available to young people and 
where appropriate referrals for available positions.  
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2. Relationships 
Young people have identified relationships with each other and with family and community as 
being important.  Friends can be a negative or positive influence, as can families. 

Comments included: 

 It was felt that due to the two single sex schools and Queen Charlotte College being isolated  
that there was a need to have more inter-school activities to improve relationships.  These 
exchanges should include cultural and social activities.  These should also include the 
Marlborough Community College and where possible Rai Valley Area School. 

 Positive relationships with police should be maintained - need to have more publicity on 
positive police input into activities such as pre and post formal activities, CACTUS and 
PCT competitions to build positive relationships and perhaps have fun sports and other 
activity exchanges.   

Actions 
1. Continue communication between Police and the Youth Council to look at ways to 

improve Police/Youth relationships. 

2. Continue support for CACTUS programmes and PCT activities. 

Progress: 
Police have actively been involved in a number of youth initiatives including the SADD 
projects, PCT competitions and CACTUS programme all of which are now annual activities 
with the first two having good interaction between the schools. These activities encourage 
positive relationships between youth and Police and are well supported. 

3. Activities and Events Including Arts, Social and Recreation  
 This is the area where the most comments were made by young people including: 

 The need to have activities that encourage more interaction between secondary schools in 
the area that provide social, cultural and recreation opportunities.  

 HQ Youth Centre could be utilised by more youth if more activities were held that target 
different age groups and have young people involved in the organising.  Venue needs to be 
central. 

 Maintain resource (Community Youth Worker) that provides the “glue” for young people to 
access information and assistance to organise activities.  

 Annual youth concert (Smokefree Rockquest) and opportunities for youth bands to perform 
as well as bringing in a high profile Kiwi band. 

 Develop and implement a youth designed Youth Website to centralise information about 
youth activities and other information such as health, legal etc.   

 Promotion of youth art – display to public. 
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 Support for services provided for youth in Picton and other small communities in 
Marlborough such as Youth Groups, CACTUS etc. 

 Opportunities for youth performance should be encouraged including use of the Civic 
Theatre “for youth, by youth” productions. 

Actions  
2. Support opportunities to provide regular and one off youth activities in conjunction with 

other organisations – both Blenheim and Picton based. 

3. Work with Millennium Art Gallery to provide an annual Youth Art Exhibition, including 
development of skills for young people for exhibiting works. 

4. Support youth initiated proposals for social activities that provide alcohol & drug free 
alternatives e.g. Regional SADD projects. 

5. Continue support for the Community Youth Worker position. 

6. Implement a Youth Website – designed by youth to provide information about youth 
activities. 

7. Continue the partnership with the Marlborough Civic Theatre to support youth 
productions- a maximum of three per annum. 

Progress: 
The Youth Council undertook a major event in 2011 called Youth for Canterbury.  This was 
held at the Civic Theatre and was a variety concert showcasing local youth talent.  The event 
received a lot of accolades from the community and was a learning experience for young 
people who planned and implemented every aspect of the event with training and support 
from Go Marlborough.  This was funded from a Ministry of Youth Development grant with 
proceeds going to youth services in Canterbury. 

The Impressions Youth Art Exhibition was successfully held in June 2011 in partnership 
with the Millennium Art Gallery and the Secondary Schools.  This event involves a visual arts 
display along with performing arts for the opening – this is another youth development 
activity with young people involved in the planning and delivery along with showcasing youth 
talent.  The Youth Council reviewed continuation of this activity and have decided to 
undertake a community youth mural in 2012 and alternate this with the Youth Art Exhibition 
thereafter.  The intention is to widen opportunities for youth to be involved with different 
interests but also to positively increase the profile of young people in the community. 

Support for the Regional SADD (Students Against Driving Drunk) projects was again 
provided in 2011 including support for representatives to attend the national conference - this 
is valuable for development of knowledge and leadership roles within the schools. 

The Community Youth Worker, part funded by Youth Funding, has been successful in 
continuing to support youth activities including the continuation of the successful CACTUS 
programmes now being held in Picton, Havelock, Seddon and Blenheim and the PCT 
(Physical Competency Test) activity that is run as a competition at each of the secondary 
schools then as a final between them all.  The three year agreement is due to expire in June 
2012 and this will be reviewed to ascertain if this will continue in its current format. 
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Communication has improved with the secondary schools through the Mayor hosting 
quarterly Youth Talking Heads meetings.  These have raised a number of youth related issues 
and sharing information has been identified as one of the key issues for accessing services. 

The development of a Youth Website for Marlborough is nearing completion.  There is a 
Youth Working Group progressing this and it is expected to be officially launched in the first 
school term of 2012. Systems are also being put in place for ongoing maintenance of the site 
to ensure information is kept up to date and is relevant to what young people want to know.  
This will be monitored by a sub group of the Youth Council. 

A partnership was formed in 2010 with the Marlborough Civic Theatre Trust and the Youth 
Council to encourage young people to undertake youth performances using the theatre.  
Normally this would not take place due to the costs involved.  The partnership involves both 
the Theatre Trust and the Youth Council contributing $1,000 towards the costs of a youth 
performance.  Up to three events can be funded per annum.  In the last period concerts have 
been approved for the Youth for Canterbury Concert and the Combined Colleges production. 

4. Transport 
As the area is geographically spread with limited public transport this was considered to be an 
issue/barrier to accessing services. 

Comments included: 

 More promotion of the Blenheim and Picton Bus Services through schools, particularly for 
the holiday periods.    

 It was noted that some roads were not safe so promotion of cycling and walking is difficult 
to  encourage until the safety issues are sorted out.  

 Believe that the Cycle and Walking Strategy was positive and would feel safer having  
dedicated cycle lanes.   

 If activities were held in Blenheim it was important to consider access for Picton youth to 
attend.  

Actions 
1. Offer the Youth Council as a mechanism to gaining youth input into the implementation of 

the Cycle and Walking Strategy. 

2. Promote the Blenheim and Picton Bus service in secondary schools prior to each school 
holidays. 

3. Consider Picton youth transport issues when planning Blenheim based events. 

Progress: 
Dedicated cycle lanes have been supported by Youth Council members.  Information on these 
and local walkways and mountain biking tracks will be included in the Youth Website. 

Information on the Blenheim Bus service was circulated to Youth Council members for 
distribution at the schools.  Feedback from youth is that the bus service is better now that it is 
available Monday to Friday and there is an increase in use in the school holidays.  
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It is intended to continue to liaise with the Road Safety Co-ordinator to ensure youth input 
into activities. 

Provision of transport to Blenheim based events was not required in 2011.  Support continues 
to be provided for activities based in Picton such as the CACTUS programme and PCT 
activities.  

5. Listening to Youth Views 
It was acknowledged that it is important for youth to have an acknowledged mechanism for 
raising issues effecting them and for organisations to gain youth input. 

 Comments included: 

 It was felt that often the issues raised with young people are far too broad and need to be 
specific and youth related to get good feedback.  

 It was thought that the Youth Council was a good mechanism for building relationships and 
getting issues raised.  

 The issues with young people not in secondary schools and how to contact them for their 
input needed to be addressed.  

 Important for youth representatives to make sure they communicate back with their own 
networks to ensure that there is a wider representation involved in issues.  

 Actions 
1. Representation from the Marlborough Community College on the Youth Council to be 

progressed. 

2.      Youth Council representatives to promote who they are so that young people know who to 
contact to raise their issues at the Council Youth Forums. 

3. Youth Council representatives to gain wider youth input on issues raised through their 
school and other networks. 

Progress: 
Marlborough Community College declined the opportunity to be involved in the Youth 
Council in 2011 however are interested in participating in 2012. Contact was also made with 
the Business Management School to gain participation  and this will be followed up in 2012. 

Youth Council members have promoted their role through their own networks including the 
Student Councils at the Colleges.  They have fed back information on issues such as youth 
activities, youth website development and the youth concert  as requested and also raised 
issues to be discussed. 

A Top of the South meeting of Youth Councils was hosted in Blenheim in 2011 and facilitated 
by the Ministry of Youth Development – this was attended by Marlborough youth who felt it 
was well worthwhile for sharing ideas about what other areas are doing. 
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6. Health 
This is considered to be a broad issue as health needs to looked at in an holistic way. 

Comments included: 

 The issue of binge drinking needed to be addressed.  The culture needs to be changed so 
that getting drunk is not the norm. Education needed about keeping safe and looking after 
each other.  Support youth led initiatives. 

 Numbers of youth smoking is an issue – often very young.   

 Issues of bullying (physical and via text), intimidation, violence – would like a way to 
change this with messages from youth to youth. 

 Options for having a good time and staying safe with and without alcohol need to be 
encouraged. 

 Confidentiality is an issue for young people when accessing health services. 

 Needed to be more promotion of the health services available and the hours they operate. 

 Peer Support in schools is effective. 

 Actions 
 1.   Utilise the Youth Website to ensure information about health services is available to youth.   

 2.   Support initiatives that encourage a change in the drinking and drug culture that keep young 
people safe. 

 3. Support the Regional SADD committee initiatives including implementation of a plan of 
action. 

 4.   Support the Peer Support programme in Secondary Schools. 

 5.   Provide support for the Marlborough Students Against Violence (SAVE) network initiatives. 

 Progress: 
Liaison has taken place with Public Health staff to ensure up to date information is loaded on 
the Youth Website.  This will be maintained in conjunction with Public Health as part of the 
monitoring process. 

 Initiatives to address the youth drinking culture were seen as a priority by Youth Council 
members.  Support was again provided for the extension to the combined colleges formal to 
improve the event so that the focus was on the actual formal rather than an “After Party”.  
The extension of time and providing popular music proved to be successful again with positive 
outcomes reported by youth, schools and police. 

 Support was provided for the initiatives promoted by the Regional SADD (Students Against 
Driving Drunk) Committee so that youth could give positive messages to youth about keeping 
themselves and others safe.   
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 The Peer Support system in all of the Colleges is valued and a major mechanism for getting 
information and support to youth in need.  The concept of “by youth, for youth” works well 
and funding was allocated for continuation of training for peer supporters in 2011/2012.  
Training is provided for all the secondary schools in Marlborough including Rai Valley Area 
School.  

 The Marlborough SAV (Students against Violence) group continue to provide activities that 
highlight and promote a violence free community.  The Youth Council supported a 
candlelight night in Pollard Park in 2011. Support for SAVE initiatives in 2012 is anticipated.  

 Funding was also provided to run the DARE to make a difference programme at the 
Community College – feedback from this was very positive and a good way to provide some 
support for young people not in secondary school. 

7. Positive Promotion of Youth 

It was considered that while there are regular youth profiles in the papers often the stories on 
youth can be negative which did not reflect the majority of youth and their contribution to the 
community.   

Comments included: 

 It was felt that it was important to have an ongoing relationship with the media to promote 
positive youth activities and young people in general on a regular basis. Young people 
should be involved in that promotion in conjunction with the media.  

 Look for ways to improve the profile of youth in Marlborough. 

Actions 
1.  Continue the relationship with local media and the Youth Council to promote positive stories 

about local youth. 

2.  Plan activities for Youth Week that profile the positive contribution young people make in our 
community. 

3. Run a youth event to showcase youth talent to the community. 

Progress: 
An ongoing relationship between the media and Youth Council was not established, however,  
coverage of youth activities including the Youth Art Exhibition, CACTUS programmes, PCT 
activities were all very positive. 

During Youth Week the Marlborough Express undertook profiles of Youth Council members 
which were well received. 

The Youth for Canterbury concert took place in the Civic Theatre and was well attended by 
the community with some very positive letters to the editor afterwards.  Evaluations from the 
youth who planned and implemented the event indicated that this had posed some challenges 
however it was a valuable experience and they were keen to see a youth event run each year. 
Planning is already underway for the 2012 intergenerational event. 
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8. Environmental 
It was agreed that opportunities for youth to be involved in environmental issues should be 
encouraged.  The EnviroSchools programme was identified as a good model for encouraging 
involvement and for implementation at schools along with a community project such as plant a 
tree on Arbor Day. 

Support for leadership opportunities through the Regeneration project should be encouraged. 

Action 
 1.       Provide support to secondary schools participating in the EnviroSchools programme and 

encourage youth participation in environmental issues. 

2.      Support attendance at the Regeneration leadership weekend for skill development. 

3.      Liaise with Council Reserves staff to arrange a tree planting session on Arbor Day. 

Progress: 
Support for secondary schools participating in the EnviroSchools programme continues to be 
provided with positive results. 

The Regeneration regional environmental leaders weekend was held in April 2011 in 
Marlborough with positive feedback from those participating. 

The inaugural Youth Council tree planting took place in September 2011 at Sutherland 
Stream.  This was undertaken in conjunction with Reserves staff and has been agreed to be an 
annual event on the Youth Council activities calendar. 

Budget 
Council has an annual budget of $60,000 for youth activities linked to the implementation of the Plan.  
Some of the funding is required for Council to resource some projects identified by Youth Council 
members as well as for supporting proposals from providers.  

Allocation of youth funding is through a Youth Funding committee comprising of the Mayor, Chair of 
the Council Community & Financial Planning committee and 1 representative from each of the 
schools represented at the Youth Forums.  The youth representatives are appointed by youth each year.  
The majority of funding decisions are made at Youth Council meetings. 

Funding Allocation 
The following information outlines how the youth funding has been allocated during the 2010/2011 
year and to 31 December for the 2011/2012 year.   

It should be noted that Council’s financial year does not align with the calendar year by which the 
Youth Council operates; therefore the report shows information across two financial years. 
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Youth Funding Allocated 2010/2011  
Organisation Activity Amount 

Marlborough Youth Trust  Community Youth Worker position $22,000 
MDC Partnership Industry Training Graduation $3,000 
Millennium Art Gallery & Schools Youth Art Exhibition $5,000 
Individuals in Need Fund Criteria applies $3,000 
Youth Website Carried over to 11/12 $11,000 
Regional SADD Committee 2010 Programmes $4,000 
CACTUS Blenheim programme $2,500 
Marlborough Girls College Year 9 art exhibition $414.51 
Youth Spirit Awards Vouchers for runner ups $173.91 
Awatere Community Trust CACTUS programme $1,000 
Marlborough Girls College Peer Support Training – all secondary schools $3,730 
Xmas Parade Costs for decorations $125.65 
Newmans Graphics Youth Council hoodies $916.40 
Youth Environment Jam Regional training held in Marlborough $1,000 
Project K Mentoring $3,000 
Community College DARE to move on programme $2,760 
Combined Colleges Formal Extension to formal $2,000 
   
 TOTAL $65,640.47 
  

Youth Funding Allocated 2011/2012  

Organisation Activity Amount 

Marlborough Youth Trust  Community Youth Worker Position $22,000

MDC Partnership Industry Training Graduation $3,000

Millennium Art Gallery & Schools Youth Art Exhibition $5,000

Individuals in need Fund  $3,000

Youth Website Design & development – funds c/o from 10/11 $20,000

Regional SADD Committee 2011 Programme $2,000

Youth for Canterbury Event Funded by Ministry for Youth Development $29,000

Marlborough Youth Trust CACTUS programmes Picton, Havelock, 
Blenheim and Awatere

$3,000 

Youth Council Sweatshirts $1,253.50

MDC Tree planting $500

Marlborough Girls College Mentoring training 2012 – all secondary schools $3,000

 TOTAL $92,653

 Budget  $104,000

 Balance Available to 30 June 2012 $11,347

NOTE: The Budget above is the Annual budget of $60,000 plus the Carry Over from previous year for projects 
not yet completed.  This does not include the $9,500 available in the Youth Performance Fund. 
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Summary: 
The Youth Initiatives Plan has been successful in targeting key youth issues and implementing 
activities for young people in partnership with other organisations with positive outcomes. 

The Secondary Schools continue to be supportive of the Youth Council and encourage involvement 
of their students. 

Feedback from youth involved continues to be very positive, particularly in being able to advocate 
issues affecting them, understand the process to get things done and then be involved in the final 
outcome.  
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4. Libraries – Fees and Charges Review 2012 
(Clr Sloan) (Report prepared by G Webster) Reference (L270-01) 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to review the libraries’ fees and charges. 

Background 
2. Fees and rental charges are levied on various book and non-book resources. Various other 

services provided by the libraries are also charged for e.g. reserves, interloan, photocopying, 
printing etc. 

3.       The fees and charges were last reviewed in 2008. A review of current charges has identified a 
number of areas that need adjustment as library costs have increased since 2008. The fees 
adjustment also allow “free” overdue books for children. 

4. The majority of fees charged by the library service are in line with other South Island libraries.  

Fees Review 
5. This review has no significant impact on the library budgets but ensures the current library 

assets are being charged out at a reasonable rate of return. 

Book Rentals 

6.  The rental charge for popular fiction is levied on the Recommended Retail Price (RRP) of the 
book. The current charges range from 50cents - $2.00.  The following change is recommended:                       

 All fiction paperbacks        $0.50  

 Rental fiction titles with an RRP - $25.00 to $44.99  $1.00 

 Rental fiction titles with an RRP - $45.00 upwards   $2.00 

 Popular rental fiction titles       $2.00 

The rental charge, excluding paperbacks, is a scaling one, with the title becoming free to 
borrower on its fifth anniversary.  

Fines 

7. Charging fines on children’s items has the effect of creating barriers to using the library, 
particularly when both libraries actively encourage class visits. It is difficult to explain to a 
primary student visiting the library with their class that they have a fine to pay and that they 
need to get a parent to come in and pay for it. When a reminder notice arrives at home, it is 
often the first time that parents realise their child has an outstanding item from the library.                               

8. Once fines have accrued some parents are reluctant to let their children borrow any further 
items. It seems that children are penalised for their parents’ failing to return items on time. An 
email reminder is sent to all library users with an email address three days prior to the items 
being due. It is recommended that the current fine of 10 cents per day be removed from 
children’s items and that adult fines are increased from 20 cents per day – 30 cents per day. 
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Book Sale (Cancelled Items) 

9. Selling items that have been removed from the collection due to condition, relevancy, and 
currency provides some financial return to the library. It is recommended that charges range 
from 50 cents - $2.00 

Reservations for Books Not Held Locally 

10. Items not available locally can be interloaned from another library or the National Library of 
New Zealand. Reciprocal lending arrangements have been made with many libraries so that the 
lending library does not charge a fee. To assist with the postage for this service it is 
recommended that the fee be raised from $5.10 - $5.50. 

Miscellaneous Items  

11. Lost Processing Fee - A Lost Processing Fee is added to the cost of every item that has been 
lost to account for the notices that have been generated to try and recover the item. It is 
recommended that the fee increase from $5.10 - $5.50. 

12. Temporary Borrower - A monthly fee is charged to non-residents to enable them to borrow 
material from the Library. It is recommended that the fee increase from $10.20 - $11.00 per 
month.  

Conclusion 
13. The following table is the updated fees based on the recommendations above: 

FEES TABLE: Libraries Charges $ 

General fiction, non-fiction, large print and children's books No charge 

Library Rentals   

Music CDs  $2.00 

  reducing to free as resource ages 

DVDs - 7 day hire $4.00 

  reducing to free as resource ages 

CD-ROMs - 7 day hire $4.00 

  reducing to free as resource ages 

MP3 Talking Books $4.50 

  reducing to free as resource ages 

All Fiction paperback  $0.50 

Rental Fiction - RRP $25.00 to $44.99 $1.00 

Rental Fiction - RRP $45.00 plus  $2.00 
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Popular Rental Fiction $2.00 

Library Fines   

Children's Fines No charge 

Adults Fines accrued by (per day) $0.30 

Book Sale Items   

Adult Books $1.00 - $2.00 

Children's Books $0.50 - $1.00 

Book Reserves   

From within Library stock $1.00 

From National Library or another NZ Library $5.50 

Miscellaneous Items   

Lost Books  At cost 

Lost Books Processing Fee $5.50 

Debt Collection Charges Charges plus 15% 

Photocopying per page $0.20 

Printing per page $0.40 

Temporary Borrowers $11.00 

Replacement Card $2.00 

Fax Charges $1.00 - $5.00 

Out of District Subscription $80.00 

 

RECOMMENDED 
That the fees and charges listed be adopted from 1 July 2012. 
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5. Christine Adelaide Fraser Bequest 
(Clr Sloan) (Report prepared by G Webster)  Reference (L270-01) 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to seek approval to carry over the remaining capital from a bequest 

made to the library in the name of Christine Adelaide Fraser in 1954 to purchase additional 
furniture and New Zealand books for a new library facility in Blenheim. 

Background 
2. The Christine Adelaide Fraser bequest began in 1954 with a donation of £4065. The interest 

from the capital was to be used to maintain and purchase new books for the New Zealand 
collection.  

3. Interest was paid out annually for this purpose for quite a considerable number of years until it 
was decided to allow the capital to mature. 

4. The bequest currently stands at $22,170. 

Comments 
5. To honour the wishes of the bequest the funds are to be spent on New Zealand resources.   

6. The library’s local history collection cabinet (The Marlborough Collection) is almost full and it 
would be beneficial to have another cabinet built to compliment it.  

7. Floor space for additional cabinetry is currently a problem, however funds could be earmarked 
for this purpose when a new library is constructed. 

8. Using the balance of the bequest in conjunction with a new library facility would seem to be a 
fitting use for it.  

Summary 
9. The Christine Adelaide Fraser bequest stands at $22,170.  The bequest was given to purchase 

New Zealand resources. 

10. An additional cabinet will be needed to house resources in the Marlborough Collection in the 
coming years. 

RECOMMENDED 
1. That the balance of the bequest be transferred from the Bequest Reserve to the libraries’ 

account. 

2. That the funds be carried over in the libraries’ account to purchase additional New 
Zealand material and furniture to accommodate the local history collection for use in a 
new library facility.  
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6. Infrastructure Assets Disaster Damage and Loss 
Funding Plan Update 2011/12 

(Clr Leggett)  (Report prepared by G Townsend)  Reference (I270-09-12) 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is to update Council’s current projected financial exposure in relation 

to its key infrastructural assets (below ground reticulation and river control schemes) should a 
major disaster occur now. The report also shows the funding arrangements Council has in place 
for addressing the resulting financial impact. 

Background 
2. Council staff have previously reported on financial exposure from maximum probable loss 

(MPL) events.   

3. Since the last report was presented the loss calculations have been updated, including increasing 
previous forecasts by 20% (based on Christchurch experience) to allow for the additional costs 
associated with working in damaged and/or contaminated sites.   

4. Staff have also undertaken a wider review of how Council funds its share of disaster damage.   

5. Council staff will complete further work in relation to other assets of Council (above ground), 
including an analysis of options ranging from self-insurance to full insurance and will report the 
results separately to Council. 

Discussion 
6. Damage predicted for the major events is expressed in terms of a 1:500 year MPL (maximum 

probable loss) event.  These calculations are obtained from internal and external experts, are 
peer reviewed as part of Council’s membership of LAPP (Local Authority Protection 
Programme Fund) and while theoretical, are based on known damage from “smaller” events. 

7. The MPL calculations are updated annually and will over time be affected by knowledge gained 
from the Christchurch Earthquakes. 

8. The current MPL for a flood event is higher than that for earthquake, due largely to the extent of 
primary (flood protection breaches) and secondary (siltation of land and blockage of drainage 
systems) damage predicted.   

9. The repair of this level of damage requires large scale use of heavy machinery and 
transportation, together with the need to source large quantities of rock and other materials from 
the market as Council’s own quarry would not cope with the quantities required.    

10. There will also be a need to involve geo-technical expertise in the planning and supervision of 
repairs.  This level of event would exceed the damage seen from the 1983 flood event. 

11. Council has traditionally assessed potential funding for infrastructure losses as being available 
from four main sources – Insurance, Central Government, LAPP and designated Council 
financial reserves. 

12. The current review has sought to extend those sources of funding, by taking a wider view of 
where else Council could access funding following a significant emergency.  
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13.  In doing this an assumption has been made that Council would reprioritise expenditure 
following a major event.  An assumption has also been made that there will be income losses for 
Council, such as rate remissions, unpaid rates and reductions in rental income. 

14. Potential additional funding mechanisms for addressing predicted loss are shown in Table 2 
below following the more traditional external sources Table 1.  These are presented in relation 
to the MPL for flood (most significant loss event predicted): 

Table 1:   Maximum Probable Loss - External Funding  

Event Earthquake 
$M 

Flood  
$M 

Tsunami 
$M 

Projected Maximum 
Probable Loss (MPL) 
2011/12 

38.6 49.0 31.0 

Other Entity Funding:    

Local Authority Protection 
Programme (LAPP) 

6.0 
 

6.0 
 

6.0 
 

NZ Transport Authority 
(NZTA) 

13.4 
 

12.3 9.2 

Central Government 10.1 17.4 9.2 
Difference – to be funded 
by Council 

9.1 13.3 6.6 

 

 

Table 2:   Flood MPL Loss – Additional Sources Funding – Three Year Span 

Please Note:   

o Fixed Day Works Rates are pre-agreed contract rates for labour and machinery included in 
some larger maintenance or construction contracts.  Usually these will be market rates (or 
better) agreed at the time of contract signing and therefore should be more competitive than 
the market rates likely to prevail in an emergency event situation. 

o A Debt Facility is a pre-approved agreement with a financial institution which allows Council 
access to funding in the event of an emergency.  Such a facility may or may not be seen as 
necessary when considered against the overall funding picture portrayed in Table 2. 

o The investments noted are currently held with a view of selling them following a significant 
event, to assist in meeting cashflow requirements. 
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Funding Option  

Current Year 
Potential Amount 

available   
$M 

Year 2 Cummulative 
Potential Amount 

available   
$M 

Year 3 Cummulative 
Potential Amount 

available  
$M 

Capital Works 
Deferral/Review ($35m) 

[30%] 
10.5 

[60% - 21.0] 
31.5 

[75% - 26.3] 
57.8 

[Major] Maintenance 
Contractors Redirection 
(Reserves/Rivers-$3.0m) 

[30%] 

1.0 
[60% - 1.8] 

2.8 
[75% - 2.3] 

5.1 

Implement Fixed Day 
Works Rates (5% saving on 
total demand surge loading for 
flood event) 

[9,423,410] 
0.5 

[9,706,113 – 0.5] 

1.0 

[9,997,297 – 0.5] 
1.5 

Community Funding 0 0 0 

Debt Facility (year 1 only) 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Sell Investments (year 1 
only) 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Subtotal 32 55.3 84.4 

Potential income loss 
(Rates, rents etc) 

[6 months] 

-2.0 

[12 months-4.0] 

-6.0 

[12 months-reduced to 2.0] 

-8.0 

Total Potential Amount 30 49.3 76.4 

Funding Gap  
(Flood) -13.3 -13.3 -13.3 

Remaining 
Capacity/Balance of 
Available Funds 

16.7 36 63.1 

 

Summary 
15. Council staff have updated the maximum probable loss calculations previously reported for 

infrastructural asset damage and provided information on new damage funding options, together 
with traditional external funding sources. 

16. Further work will be completed in relation to above ground assets. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the information be received. 
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7. Long Term Plan (LTP) Working Group 
(Clr Dew)       Reference (S360-01) 

1. The notes of the LTP Working Group meeting held on 22 November 2011 are attached for the 
Committee’s information. 

2. The notes of the LTP Working Group meeting held on 6 December 2011, subject to Working 
Group confirmation, are also attached for the Committee’s information. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the information be received. 
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Notes of Long Term Plan Working Group Meeting held on 
22 November 2011 at 3.00 pm in the Kenepuru Room 

Present:  Councillors David Dew (Chairperson), Francis Maher, Peter Jerram, Graeme Taylor, 
Mayor Sowman, Martin Fletcher, Murray South, Jill Bush, Andrew Besley, Neil 
Henry, and Shirley Umbers (Secretary). 

In attendance:  David Craig, Mark Wheeler.  

Apologies: No apologies. 

1. Confirmation of Notes of Previous Meeting  
Attached to the Order Paper were the notes of 8 November 2011 meeting which were agreed to.  

There were no matters arising from the minutes. 

2. Roading Activity Rate Funding Comparisons 2011-12 
Mr Fletcher outlined the categories for managing roading costs and their rate funding allocations 
in the order paper.   Mr Fletcher said this was an extension of the work done in the past which 
was looking at the implications on the current basis of charging rates, towards charging rates on 
a funding by location basis, particularly in the general rural area. 

Paragraph 1 
Sets out what each of the categories were:  general roading and wharves, roading related works, 
street berms, plots and trees and CBD works. 

Paragraph 2 
Sets out the way Council had allocated rate funding in the past, how the policies were 
formulated, how Council achieved the outcome it had, and how the District revaluation impact 
was addressed.   Mr Fletcher said that the amounts Council were actually rating for roading has 
very little resemblance to what Council is actually spending on roading in each of the 
geographic areas.  Mr Fletcher said that one of the reasons for this was that Council had decided 
earlier to treat the entire roading part as a network for example as everyone in Blenheim 
Vicinity probably travels to Blenheim very regularly.   

Mr Fletcher said that as a result Council had arrived at the current allocations formula because 
of history, treating the funding as a network and also using the roading rate funding allocation to 
minimise overall rating shifts between geographic rating areas caused by the triennial 
revaluations. 

Mr Fletcher then asked the Working Group at this point did they want to depart from what was 
the status quo or not or go further and consider the impacts of that. 

Paragraph 3 
Attached to the agenda was attachment 3 which set out the funding allocation basis and 
scenarios as listed below. 

 Funding on a Location Basis 
This table highlights the contribution percentages and amounts that geographic areas would 
need to fund if works were funded according to their location. 
(Two difficulties that arise when allocating costs by location are that other activities do not 
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use this basis unless benefits relate to a particular area, and the State Highway network 
provides considerable advantage to various areas. 
Some examples of benefit allocation to areas outside of the area where funding occurs in 
Council’s existing funding policy are Seymour Square, Pollard Park and the Aquatic Centre 
– all geographic areas contribute to these activities) 

 The Existing Basis (using the ‘old’ land values) 
This table highlights the contribution percentages and amounts determined by Council’s 
existing funding policy (and derived weightings used to strike the 2011-12 rates) to achieve 
the geographic area amounts. 

 The Existing Basis (using the ‘new’ land values and the current weightings) 
This table highlights the contribution percentages and amounts determined by Council’s 
existing funding policy if the current weightings were used to achieve geographic area 
amounts. 
(This would result in rate increases for Blenheim, Picton, Picton Vicinity and General 
Rural geographic areas; and rate decreases for Blenheim Vicinity and Admin Rural 
geographic areas). 

 The Existing Basis (using the ‘new’ land values and modified weightings) 
This table highlights the contribution percentages and amounts if modified weightings were 
used. to minimise overall rating shifts caused by the latest revaluation between geographic 
rating areas. 
(This would result in rate increases for Blenheim Vicinity, and Admin Rural geographic 
areas; and rate decreases for Blenheim, Picton, Picton Vicinity, and General Rural 
geographic areas). 

 Increasing the General Rural rate contribution by $1.5 m – Option 1 
This table highlights the contribution percentages and amounts if the existing weightings for 
General Rural were modified so that the General Rural geographic area contributed an 
additional $1.5 m. (i.e. to halve the difference between location based charging and current 
charging). 
(This would result in a $1.5 m rate increase for the General Rural geographic area, and 
rate decreases for all other geographic areas). 

 Increasing the UAC to the Legal Maximum with no change to existing weightings – 
Option 2 
This table highlights the contribution percentages and amounts if Council increased the 
amount levied by Uniform Annual Charge to the legal maximum, but maintained the 
existing rate weightings. The uniform annual charge in this scenario is the same for all 
geographic rating areas except Admin Rural, where no charge has been provided for. 
(This would result in rate increases for Blenheim, Picton, and Picton Vicinity geographic 
areas, and rate decreases for Blenheim Vicinity, General Rural and Admin Rural 
geographic areas.) 

 Increase the UAC to the Legal Maximum but modify existing weightings so that 
General Rural contributes an additional $1.5 m – Option 3 
This table highlights the contribution percentages and amounts if Council increased the 
amount levied by Uniform Annual Charge to the legal maximum and modified the existing 
weightings so that General Rural contributed $1.5 m more than it does at present. 
(This would result in a $1.5 m rate increase for General Rural; as well as rate increases for 
Picton Vicinity, and Admin Rural geographic areas; and rate decreases for Blenheim, 
Blenheim Vicinity, and Picton geographic areas). 
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 Increase the UAC to the Legal Maximum but modify existing weightings so that 
General Rural contributes an additional $1.5 m but the Picton Vicinity Uniform 
Charge is reduced – Option 4 
This table modifies Option 3 in respect of the Picton Vicinity Uniform Annual Charge 
because the overall levy total in Option 3, [and also the overall levy total in Option 2], 
increase the geographic area’s contribution to more than twice what is spent in that area.  
(The option provides for the Picton Vicinity Uniform Charge to be 35% of the UAC levied 
in other geographic areas) 

Mr Fletcher spoke on the first column (location basis) of the spreadsheet which identified what 
was being expended in each of the geographic rating areas.  As an example Blenheim’s 
percentage of roading funding was 16.78%.   

In the next column (existing basis) Blenheim’s funding percentage increased to 38.04%.    

Mr Fletcher said that in the next column (existing basis) if Council applied the new valuations, 
Blenheim’s percentage would increase to 41.25%. 

The next column (roading smoothing adjustments  to minimise revaluation rate movements 
based on new land values) Blenheim’s percentage was 35.31%.  

The last four columns of the spreadsheet gave four options of roading rates funding: 

 Option 1 was to increase the General Rural rate contribution by $1.5M. 

 Option 2 was to increase UAC to the legal maximum with no change to existing weightings. 

 Option 3 was to increase UACs to the legal maximum but modify existing weightings so 
that General Rural contributes an additional $1.5 M. 

 Option 4 was to increase UAC to the legal maximum but modify existing weightings so that 
General Rural contributes an additional $1.5 M but the Picton Vicinity Uniform Charge is 
reduced. 

Clr Dew felt if Council went back to earlier years the actual expenditure was not too far off the 
location basis figures.    Clr Dew said that he had an issue with Blenheim Vicinity and found it 
difficult to see why there was justification for Blenheim subsidising General Rural.  Clr Dew 
said that he was unsure how the formula could be fine tuned to still retain fairness. 

Mr Fletcher said that if the Working Group wanted to signal a change it was a question then of 
which figures the Working Group wanted to change and in what timeframes, but the Group 
would need to clearly signal that in the LTP document to give people a chance to comment. 

Clr Jerram questioned the UAC levies 30% maximum in paragraph 6.   

Mr Fletcher said that the UAC maximum (excluding those for Water and Sewerage) was 30% of 
total rates revenue.  Mr Fletcher said that Council have the ability to levy another 5.96% in 
UACs.     

Clr Jerram commented that if changes occurred in the outlying areas which increased their 
UACs, then those ratepayers may end up paying significantly higher rates and questioned how 
Council would deal with that? 
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Paragraph 4 
Mr Fletcher spoke on attachment 4 in the agenda.  This was an extended list of benchmark 
properties and the colours and columns aligned with those in attachment 3.  On this attachment 
the Group noted the examples of the impact on the various geographic areas with increases of 15 
– 40% in rates for General Rural under the various options. 

Clr Dew said there were two issues:  firstly the acceptance of the new rate funding allocations 
and secondly over what timeframe.  Clr Dew said that it would not be acceptable to bring these 
rating increases into effect straight away and felt that it should be a gradual approach. 

Mayor Sowman questioned whether this was acceptable to do at this time.    

Clr Dew said that under the new modified basis for Blenheim Vicinity the funding percentage 
was higher than the existing basis.  Clr Dew noted that the Group may need to look at what 
levels of service Council provides in various areas, the costs of providing that service and did 
they need or want that service still.  If they did they may have to pay for that service. 

Clr Maher said that if ratepayers wanted an increase in the level of service in their particular 
area, for example, this would have an impact on their rates, but the ratepayers needed to be 
aware of the costs to them.   

Clr Jerram said that another impact in option two of increasing the UAC weightings was the 
impact of disadvantaging people with properties with lower land values.  

Mr Fletcher said that option 2 further increases Blenheim’s percentage which he felt was going 
in a direction that was contrary to the Working Group’s thinking.  

Mr Fletcher felt that option 3 was generally heading in the right direction. 

Clr Dew suggested changing the percentages slightly which he felt was the easiest way of 
looking at it.  Clr Dew suggested using the grey existing basis (using new land values and 
modified weightings) column with Blenheim as an example of 35.31% becoming 33% using the 
existing system but changing other percentages slightly. 

Mr South said that the Working Group would have to balance the Blenheim Vicinity Rural and 
Urban benchmark percentages because they had significantly different movements. 

Clr Maher said that it was better to try and get a little bit more relativity and suggested the 
following changes to the funding percentages: 

Blenheim - 35.31% to 32%. 

Blenheim Vicinity - 30.46% to 28%. 

Picton - 7.96% to 10%. 

Picton Vicinity - 0.21% to 4%. 

General Rural - 25.12% to 30%. 

Admin Rural – 0.94% to between 2 – 3%. 

Mr Fletcher said that Council had gone through all the rating exercises and then exercised a high 
level of judgement of affordability.  If the Group were wanting to do it formally Mr Fletcher 
suggested a zero based look at roading and then asking a Transport Economist for options.  
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Clr Dew requested the Working Group be given some more information based on the figures 
that Clr Maher had suggested, with minor adjustments necessary to balance the total allocation.  

Mr Fletcher said that the working group may need to look at the UAC component.  If this was 
factored in as well, this would put the loading back into Blenheim because it was done for 
properties, but suggested that the Group did not increase the UAC level significantly but leave it 
using the current basis – 2011-12 was 24%. 

Mr South said it was worth considering the point made before that the low value properties 
could have a considerable increase in their rates as UACs are a regressive tax.   An example of 
this was the Rogers Street property. 

Mr Fletcher referred to the table in paragraph 9 illustrating how uniform charges disadvantaged 
low value properties and advantaged high value properties.  

Clr Dew said that we should leave the UACs alone and Clr Jerram agreed.  

Clr Dew then spoke about the Kenepuru Road rate and said that the road was only ever meant to 
go to the Portage but it has been kept going to Waitaria Bay.  Clr Dew said that this was a 
targeted rate on this area of 50% and a Council subsidy of 50% funded by general rates by the 
District.  On top of that eight or 10 years ago an additional road levy of around $18,000 GST 
exclusive on Kenepuru ratepayers was levied as part of the separate Kenepuru Road rate.   Clr 
Dew felt that this was one of the most expensive roads Council has in terms of costs for storm 
damage etc and that area had a lot of out of the District landowners.   

Mr Fletcher asked the Group whether this was to be the last round of subsidies for Kenepuru 
Road. 

Clr Dew said he could not see any reason why the subsidy should be carried on.   

Clr Maher queried when other targeted road rates ran out - French Pass and Hebberds Road.     

Mr South said that Hebberds Road rate terminates on 30 June 2012 and French Pass terminates 
on 30 June 2015. 

Mr Besley said that Council would check on the history of the Kenepuru Road rates and bring 
this information back to the meeting.   

Clr Dew asked whether Council’s Kenepuru Road subsidy had been included in the figures 
provided which Mr Craig confirmed.   Mr Craig said the revenue generated from the figures 
matched those at present and the recent Assets & Services Committee approved the seal 
extension to Waitaria Bay, to be completed this year, which would put the Kenepuru Seal 
Extension account into a $100,000 deficit, to be repaid in future years.  When the Council 
subsidy is cancelled the account deficit would take longer to clear as only the continued 
Kenepuru Road targeted rate would fund this deficit.   

Clr Taylor said that very few tourists would go further than Waitaria Bay.  Mayor Sowman said 
it would be very hard to justify sealing any further.    

Clr Maher said for the Kenepuru area it was just about bringing that area into line with 
Council’s policies and with the rest of the province.  

KEY QUESTION 

Does the Working Group wish to either: 
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1. Continue developing options for narrowing the “gap”.  If yes, by how much and over what 
timeframe? 

2. Adopt in principle on the options presented? 

 

AGREED: 

1. That the Working Group requested more information on revised options to the existing 
basis (using the ‘new’ land values and modified weightings in attachment 3, as suggested 
above,  before making a decision. 

2. Council to bring back to the meeting more information on the history of the Kenepuru 
Road Rate for the Working Group. 

ATTENDANCE: Mr Wheeler attended the meeting at 3.48 pm 

3. Infrastructure Upgrade Reserve 
Mr Fletcher spoke to this paper and said that the revenue from River leases will decrease due to 
the release of the July 2011 Revaluation and the 40+% decrease in land values at Conders Bend, 
as leases reached their review dates.  Also for one lease the 5 year Government Bond rate is 
used as the base for determining an appropriate rate of return. 

Mr Fletcher also gave an example of the New Zealand Bond rates trends which had trended to 
go down over the last 10 years.  As a result for this lease there has been a compounding effect of 
reduced land value and rate of return.       

As a result the revenue available from this source was forecast to drop progressively starting in 
2012-13 from the current $2,244,000 to $1,132,000 before increasing to $1,329,000 by 2021-22. 

Mr Fletcher said that this paper highlighted that this reserve had limited ability to fund capital 
expenditure over the next few years.   

The Working Group received and noted the paper. 

4. 2012-22 Draft Capital Budget 
Tabled at the meeting was an updated draft Capital budget 2 spreadsheet, the first draft Capital 
budget 1 which had been attached to this paper. 

Mr Fletcher said that the Capital budget 2 spreadsheet was more realistic, than the Capital 
budget 1 spreadsheet, with some minor amended timings.  Mr Fletcher said the timeframes on 
these projects had been questioned from the perspective of whether Council has to do these 
things right now. As a result of that several projects had been deferred to the far end of the 10 
years.    

Mr Fletcher said that $5.0 M had been included, as a contingency, for Picton drains to reflect 
what had been added into the Assets & Services Committee meeting agenda (24 November 
2011) for discussion.  Mrs Bush advised that these amounts were not inflated.   

Mr Fletcher gave some examples of Capital Expenditure projects in various areas in 
Marlborough and the risk base approach taken when amending the timing of these projects. 

Mr Besley said that they had asked Phillips Fox for an opinion on the interpretation and 
application of the new Government Drinking Water Standards. 
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Mr Fletcher went through the major items of the Capital Budget 2 spreadsheet with the Working 
Group and said that the light blue shading highlighted changes from Capital Budget 1 
spreadsheet.  

Mr Fletcher worked through the major Infrastructure Capital Expenditure items including Flood 
Protection, Sewerage, Water and Solid Waste Management which comprised $275 M of the 
total $353 M budgeted over 10 years. 

Mr Fletcher worked through the other major areas that were not rate funded including 
Community Housing, Reserves, Commercial Property (Queen Street) and Land Development 
Blenheim (Taylor Pass).  

Mr Wheeler gave an outline of what projects could be deferred including the Blenheim 
sewerage projects.  It was noted that Blenheim sewerage projects budgeted for 2012-13 were 
unchanged to avoid a breach of resource consent conditions. 

With regard to public conveniences Mr Wheeler said that the superloo funding had been 
deferred out for one year to 2013-14 and this project requires further review and consideration. 

Clr Dew queried whether the Group could be informed which projects were bottom line legal 
requirements, which projects were discretionary and if a paper was going to be presented to 
provide detailed information for consideration. 

Mr Fletcher said that at the budget meeting in February 2012 further information would be 
provided for Capex projects over $50,000 for Assets and Services and $20,000 for other 
activities. 

Clr Dew said that he did not have enough information to say which projects should be in or out 
but he was okay with the Capital budget 2 subject to being able to look at it more thoroughly 
when more detailed information was provided later.   

Mr Besley said that some projects were deferred as long as was practical to allow Council to 
concentrate on core infrastructure. 

KEY QUESTIONS 

1. Which of the two capital budgets provided is preferred? 

2. Are there any items of proposed capital expenditure not supported by the Committee? 

 

AGREED: 

That the Working Group supported the Capital Budget 2 option.  

ATTENDANCE:  Mr Wheeler left the meeting at 4.35 pm 

5. Rates Remission Policy – Limitation of General Type Uniform 
Charges and Targeted Charges in Certain Circumstances 
Tabled at the meeting was the current Rates Remission Policy attachment relating to paragraph 
2. 

Mr South said that this matter followed on from the last meeting following a ratepayer query 
and related to a wording inconsistency in the Policy.  The Working Group had requested more 
information about why this Rates Remission Policy was previously adopted by Council. 
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In paragraph 5 was a summary of the background to these Remission Policies arising from the 
introduction of the Local Government Act 2002.   Mr South outlined the reasons why the 
Remission Policy came into being - effectively to maintain the status quo.   

Mr South outlined the current total remissions that had been granted in the rating database for 
2011-2012: 

 for a farm, business, orchard or other horticultural type property where accommodation is 
provided to staff on a rent free basis. 

 for where members of the owner’s family inhabit the separate part of the property on a rent 
free basis. 

Mr South went through the paper and said there were three options for the Working Group to 
consider which were: 

Option 1 
The current Policy in the case of a farm or business could be discontinued on the basis that 
creating additional demand on Council’s services should be reflected in rates charged as they 
are a commercial operation.  NB:  Inland Revenue charges the employee tax on the free benefit 
provided. 

Option 2 
The current Policy in the case of the owner’s family could be continued on the basis that lower 
demands on Council’s services are created as it is more likely that the number of additional 
family numbers will be smaller and it encourages the family unit.  

Option 3 
The current Policy could be discontinued on the basis any additional demand on Council 
services should be rated. 

If Council wishes to change the existing policy, it should identify those properties which 
currently receive this remission, and ideally advise them individually of what is proposed when 
the draft Long Term Plan and opportunity to make a submission is advertised. 

Clr Taylor queried whether the rates remission was granted for a granny flat or similar family 
unit and the shearer’s quarters or similar family or staff farmhouse or business accommodation.  
Mr South confirmed this.   

Clr Dew asked in relation to the rural area, what was a typical example of a ratepayer receiving 
a remission.  Mr South said there was not a lot of specific detail on this but it appears to be 
historically those with shearers quarters separately inhabited or separate unit on the property 
with a persons living there on a rent free basis.   

Mr South said that in the present policy there were three categories in the criteria: farm or 
business, family unit, and an orchard or other horticulture type property where the owner, staff 
or family were provided rent free accommodation.    

Clr Dew said that the farm or business criteria could be joined with the orchard or other 
horticulture type property criteria.   

Clr Maher agreed with the proposed change to fix the wording inconsistency and agreed with 
Clr Dew’s suggestion. 
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QUESTIONS:  

1. Does the Working Group wish to continue with the current Policy? 

2. If so, does the Working Group wish to amend the wording of the Policy in the case of a farm 
or business to include business by adding “or business” after “... or staff associated with the 
farm” to be consistent with the Application and Insert documents or vice versa? 

3. Does the Working Group wish to make any other amendments to this policy? 

AGREED: 

1. The Working Group supported continuing with the current Policy. 

2. The Working Group supported the change of wording of the Policy in the case of a farm 
or business to include the words “or business” after “... or staff associated with the farm”. 

3. The Working Group supported amalgamating the ‘farm and business’ and ‘an orchard or 
other horticultural type property’ into one condition and criteria. 

 

The meeting closed at 4.47 pm. 
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DRAFT 

Notes of Long Term Plan Working Group Meeting held on 
6 December 2011 at 3.10 pm in the Kenepuru Room 

Present:  Councillors David Dew (Chairperson), Peter Jerram, Graeme Taylor, Francis Maher,  
Martin Fletcher, Murray South, Andrew Besley, Neil Henry and Shirley Umbers 
(Secretary). 

Apologies: Mayor Sowman, Clr Francis Maher (for lateness) and Jill Bush.  

1. Confirmation of Notes of Previous Meeting  
Tabled at the meeting were the notes of  22 November 2011 meeting which were agreed to.  

2. Matters Arising from the Minutes 
Roading Activity Rate Funding Comparisons 2011-12 
Outlined in the agenda item was the history of the Kenepuru Road rate.   

During the 2003-04 funding review Council established that expenditure on rural roads was 
significantly more than the rural area’s rates contribution to roading and also that the Kenepuru 
rating area was the most heavily subsidised of all rural areas. 

In the 2004-14 Draft LTCCP Council proposed to increase the existing targeted Kenepuru Road 
Rate in order to reduce the rating imbalance.  A number of submissions were received objecting 
to the proposed increase including a group submission from the Kenepuru and Central Sounds 
Residents’ Association (Association).  After submissions were heard and considered, Council 
agreed to increase the road rate by $18,000 (GST exclusive) to be applied towards “general 
roading works” in the targeted area.  The balance of $32,000 (GST exclusive) will continue to 
be applied towards “roading improvements” in the targeted area. 

The Association made a further submission to the 2005-06 Draft Annual Plan for the targeted 
Kenepuru Road rate to be reduced back to its previous level.   

As part of the 2006-07 funding review Council agreed to discontinue the additional Kenepuru 
Road levy of $20,354 on Kenepuru ratepayers. This meant that this amount was again met by 
the District at large.  

Mr Dew said now it was a question of whether the Working Group supported asking Council to 
withdraw the matching Council subsidy, included in general rates, for the Kenepuru road rate 
for the 2012-13 Budget.  He suggested that this be put to Full Council for consideration.  The 
Working Group agreed to this.   

AGREED 

The Working Group supported the withdrawal of the matching Council subsidy, included 
in general rates, for the Kenepuru Road rate for the 2012-13 Budget with the 
recommendation be put to Full Council for consideration at the Council 2012-13 Budget 
meeting. 
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3. Corporate and General Reserve Balances 
(Crediting/Charging Interest) 
At the last meeting the Working Group supported in principle the proposed recommendation but 
wanted more information on Riverlands Water , Riverlands Industrial Sewerage and Wairau 
Valley water before making a final decision. 

Mr Fletcher outlined the background to this paper, the implications if the Working Group 
decided to charge interest on Reserves in deficit and the options available.    

For the Riverlands Industrial Sewerage, Riverlands Water and Wairau Valley Water General 
Reserves there may be difficulty in finding an appropriate income source to meet the additional 
costs that would apply.  Mr Fletcher said that these reserves should be able to pay their own 
way, but there were difficulties in the interim.  

There were three options for the Working Group to consider: 

(a) Follow the principle established of charging interest on deficit balances, to show there is 
a real cost to ratepayers when charges/revenue does not match expenditure. 

(b) Adopt a more pragmatic approach to accumulated historic deficits, ie: not charge interest 
as these ratepayers have affordability issues with current charges and adding interest will 
only exacerbate the current problem.  Interest would be charged on all future deficits, 
recognising that this is a new policy.   

 (c) Decide not to charge on forecast deficit balances, with the result that other ratepayers are 
subsidising these ratepayers. 

After discussion option (b) was the preferred option of the Working Group. 

As a result interest would not be charged on Riverlands Industrial Sewerage, Riverlands Water 
and Wairau Valley Water General Reserves. 

AGREED   

The Working Group supported that the wording in option (b) be included in the Proposed 
Policy with the result that interest would not be charged on Riverlands Industrial Sewerage, 
Riverlands Water and Wairau Valley Water General Reserves. 

Proposed Policy 
1. That Council moves, as it can afford, to: 

 Charge interest on all Reserves in deficit unless a specific exemption has been made 
by Council; and 

 Credit interest on all Reserves in credit. 

This means that net interest credited (interest credited less interest charged) should not 
exceed surplus General Revenues. 

2. That Council confirms the following Reserves are exempted from being charged interest 
on their deficit balances: 

 Land Development Picton – current balance $2,402,753 as the outstanding balance 
is expected to be minimal as at 30 June 2012. 
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 Northwest Periphery as the Levy was subject to an extensive consultation legal 
process. 

 Land Subdivision Loan Reserve – remainder of $4,000,000 loan to fund Marlborough 
Aquatic Centre as this was a specific financing arrangement agreed by Council. 

 Other Reserves in deficit would not be charged interest until they returned to a credit 
balance.  Once the reserve returns to a credit balance, then interest would be either 
credited or debited depending on whether the reserve remains in credit or goes back 
into deficit.    

3. That priority be given to crediting interest to: 

 The Reserves currently being credited interest, except for the Blenheim Recreational 
Facilities Advances Reserve which has been added into the Forest Park Reserve.  

 All other Reserves which represent an accumulation of rates, charges and fees paid 
by ratepayers in advance, i.e. 

o The Wairau Rivers Operating Reserve 

o All General Reserves 

o Waste Landfill Aftercare Reserve 

o Any Loan Repayment Reserves (none at present) 

Other Reserves in credit will be credited interest subject to affordability”.  

See Table for financial implications of the above policy. 
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Description Balance current good practice agreed

Infrastructural Assets Insurance Reserve 4,278,766 299,514 299,514
Flood Damage Reserve Roading (771,377) - (53,996)
Wairau Flood Damage Reserve 1,735,424 121,480 121,480

Total Emergency Events 5,242,814 420,993 366,997 366,997
Infrastructure Upgrade Reserve 2,185,776 - 153,004 -
Forestry and Asset Sales Reserve (298,388) - (20,887) -
Forest Park Reserve 7,385,388 22,248 516,977 -
Land Subdivision Reserve 1,261,481 - 88,304 -
Land Subdivision Loan Reserve (3,161,158) - (221,281) -
PMNZL Special Dividend Reserve 4,313,333 301,933 301,933 301,933
Wairau Operating Reserve 3,815,017 - 267,051 267,051

Total corporate reserves 20,744,261 745,174 1,452,098 935,981

Arts Other General1 Reserve 24,489 1,714 1,714 1,714
Plant Operation General1 Reserve 900,448 63,031 63,031 63,031
Roads: Kenepuru General1 Reserve 139,608 9,773 9,773 9,773
Land Development Picton General1 Reserve (2,402,753) - (168,193) -
Parking: Blenheim General1 Reserve (2,062,151) - (144,351) (144,351)
Sewer: Riverlands Industrial General1 Reserve (171,908) - (12,034) -
Water: Riverlands  General1 Reserve (313,163) - (21,921) -
Water: Wairau Valley General1 Reserve (23,412) - (1,639) -
Overhead units General1 Reserves 902,111 - 63,148 -
All other activity General1 Reserves 3,430,011 - 240,101 240,101

Total General1 Reserves 423,279 74,518 29,630 170,268
Total Depreciation Reserves 9,798,100 - 685,867 -
Northwest Periphery Development Contribution Reserve (1,117,243) - (78,207) -
Stormwater: Blenheim Development Contribution Reserve 470 - 33 -
Waste Landfill Aftercare Reserve 721,246 - 50,487 50,487

Total general/activity reserves 9,825,852 74,518 687,810 220,756

Trusts and Bequests-  to cease by 30 June 2012 90,055 6,304 - -
Cemetery Maintenance - to cease by 30 June 2012 36,449 - - -
Total special reserves 126,504 6,304 - -

Total Reserves 30,696,617 825,996 2,139,908 1,156,737

change compared to current 1,313,912 330,741
Interest rate: 7% 7% 7%

Interest credited/(charged)

shading identifies the impact of the recommended change in policy

Reserve balances as at 1 July 2011

 

4. Policy on Significance 
Attached to the paper was the current Policy on Significance for review by the Working Group.   

Mr Fletcher said that he felt the policy could be improved by replacing: 

 “The sale of the Council’s shareholding in any council-controlled organisation” with: 

 “The sale of 10% or more of Council’s shareholding in any Council Controlled 
Organisation and Joint Operating Committee”. 
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Clr Dew said that he felt that the defined trigger of 10% may be a little low and suggested more 
flexibility.   

Clr Jerram said that he was happy with 10%.   

After discussion the Working Group supported the above change of wording to bullet point 
number three under Thresholds. 

Clr Jerram queried whether this would need to go through the consultation process.  This was 
confirmed.  

Mr Fletcher recommended deleting the third bullet point under the Criteria section of the Policy 
on Significance: 

“The extent to which there is, or is likely to be, a change in the way in which any significant 
activity is carried out”. 

Mr Fletcher said the rationale for this was that Section 88 of the Local Government Act 2002 
had been repealed.  Mr Fletcher said that Council did not need to have a special consultative 
procedure to change the mode of delivery of significant activity.  By taking this wording out if 
Council decided to go into a Marlborough Roads type venture for any other significant 
activities, Council would not need to go through a consultation process ie it could be contracted 
out in effect. 

The Working Group supported this change.   

AGREED: 

1. That the Working Group supported the recommended change of wording in Council’s 
Policy on Significance from: 

*  “The sale of the Council’s shareholding in any council-controlled organisation” to:   

* “The sale of 10% or more of Council’s shareholding in any Council Controlled Organisation 
and Joint Operating Committee”. 

2. That the Working Group supported the deletion of the third bullet point wording under 
the Criteria section as below: 

 “The extent to which there is, or is likely to be, a change in the way in which any significant 
activity is carried out”. 

ATTENDANCE:  Clr Maher attended the meeting at 3.37 pm. 

5. Statement on the Development of Maori Capacity to 
Contribute to the Decision Making Process 
Attached to the paper was the proposed updated Statement on the Development of Maori 
Capacity to Contribute to the Decision Making Process:   

“Council currently engages with the eight tangata whenua iwi within the Marlborough district, 
Ngati Apa, Ngati Koata, Ngati Kuia, Ngati Rarua, Ngati Toa, Rangitane, Ngai Tahu, Te Atiawa 
and also Marlborough Maataa Waka.  Marlborough iwi and Marlborough Maataa Waka make 
an important contribution to community wellbeing for Maori and the wider community.  
Progressing Treaty of Waitangi settlements with the Crown has been a principal objective for 
Marlborough iwi with Council providing considerable assistance in this endeavour. 

At a strategic level iwi provides input by means of: 
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 An appointed representative on the Environment, Community & Financial Planning and 
Assets and Services Committees.  On these Committees the representative has both speaking 
and voting rights. 

 An eight member iwi working party on the Regional Policy Statement Review.  including 
identification of resource management issues of significance to Marlborough’s tangata 
whenua iwi. 

At an operational level, advice continues to be sought from iwi in respect of Environmental 
Planning and Policy projects, resource consent applications and major Assets and Services 
projects where iwi are known or deemed to have an interest. 

A heightened mutual awareness and understanding of both Council’s and iwi’s respective 
positions (by both parties) is opening pathways for communication which is positively 
influencing decision making on final project designs and the manner in which they are 
implemented”. 

The Working Group supported the highlighted changes that accurately reflects the direction 
Council intends to take over the next 10 years. 

AGREED: 

That the Working Group supported the changes to the Statement highlighted in yellow. 

6. Wairau Valley Rivers Works Rates 
Attached to the paper was the background to the Wairau Valley River Works Rates and the 
following section of the 2009-19 LTCCP Revenue and Financing Policy: 

“Proposed Changes to Existing Funding Policy 

Following an in-depth review of its Revenue and Financing Policy, Council proposes to make a 
number of funding changes that will take effect from 1 July 2009. 

The review included the following issues: 

 A review of the Wairau Valley River Protection (we suggest changing this word to Works) 
Rates. Council proposes to modify the weightings of the various Wairau Valley River’s 
groups to adjust for disproportionate valuation movements arising from the 2008 district 
wide revaluation. 

This means that the various differential groups will have similar levies (in total) on the new 
capital values, as for the former valuation.” 

The funding requirements from each area in the Rating Area have been determined by Council, 
and first disclosed in the 2004-2014 LTCCP, as follows: 

 Blenheim Vicinity (Differential Groups Rural A – D) 47.57% 
 Blenheim Urban (Differential Groups Blenheim Urban 1 – 4) 47.84% 
 Other Urban (in Wairau Catchment: Differential Groups RU1 – 2) 4.59% 

 

The following table illustrates the weightings that were applied to the 2011-12 rating values 
using the 2008 valuations: 
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Area Weighting % of Area 2011 Budgeted Rates 
 Blen Vicinity A 100 28.46% $504,197  
 Blen Vicinity B  83 52.42% $928,431  
 Blen Vicinity C  59   8.89% $157,562  
 Blen Vicinity D  12 10.23%  $181,216  
  100.00%  

 

 Blen Urban BU1  90 63.79% $1,136,483 
 Blen Urban BU2  62 29.69% $528,807  
 Blen Urban BU3  43 3.70%   $65,987  
 Blen Urban BU4  33  2.82%    $50,184  
  100.00%  
 Other Urban RU1  70 52.21%   $89,236  
 Other Urban RU2  42 47.79%    $81,686  
  100.00%  

 

The following table illustrates the revised weightings for the new 2011 valuations to 
approximately maintain rating levels within each rating group, which will be used for the 2012-
13 rating year:  

Area Weighting % Budgeted Rates 
2011 Valuation 

Adjusted 
Weighting 

Budgeted 
Rates 2008 
Valuation 

 Blen Vicinity  A 100 28.47%   $504,358 $504,197  
 Blen Vicinity  B  93 52.57%    $931,260 $928,431  
 Blen Vicinity  C  60   8.92%    $157,929 $157,562  
 Blen Vicinity  D  11 10.04% $177,859 $181,216  
 Blen Urban BU1  90 63.85% $1,137,468 $1,136,483 
 Blen Urban BU2  63 29.73%     $529,711 $528,807  
 Blen Urban BU3  43   3.61%     $  64,319   $65,987  
 Blen Urban BU4  34   2.80%     $  49,961   $50,184  
 Other Urban RU1  70 52.20%     $  89,223   $89,236  
 Other Urban RU2  45 47.80%    $  81,699   $81,686  
 

After discussion the Working Group supported the revised weightings for the new 2011 
valuations which will be used for the 2012-13 rating year.  

AGREED: 

1. That the Working Group supported the revised weightings as shown above to be used for 
the 2012-13 Wairau Valley River Works Rates. 

2. The Working Group supported the “Proposed Changes to Existing Funding Policy section 
of the 2012-2022 LTP Revenue Policy to include the same disclosure in the paragraph 
above modified only for the current years and by amending the word “Protection” to 
“Works”. 
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7. Funding Options for General Rates and Impact on Geographic 
Area Total Rates 
Attached to the paper were funding options that the Working Group had requested at the previous 
meeting, being amended funding percentages using “new” land values and modified weightings 
(Option 7).   

Clr Dew felt that this could become an issue for Council in the future.  

Outlined in the attachments were the various scenarios.   

Option 7 showed Roading smoothing adjustments (based on new LVs), which was based on Clr 
Maher’s suggested funding percentages from the last meeting.   

Option 8, which was requested by Clr Dew following the last meeting, showed the Roading 
smoothing based on Option 7 with CBD adjustments (based on new LVs). 

Option 7 was supported by the Working Group.  The Working Group also suggested that a 
variation on Option 8 be presented to the Councillors’ Briefing on 22 December that utilised the 
reduction in Blenheim and Picton rates. 

Clr Dew suggested summarising the background and the attachments to this paper for the 
Councillors Briefing meeting.  Clr Dew said that the biggest issue was whereto from here and how 
to go forward over the next 10 years. 

AGREED: 

That the Working Group supported Option 7 Roading Smoothing Adjustments (based on new 
LV’s) and that a paper be prepared on Option 7 and a variation on Option 8 for presentation to 
Councillors at the Council Briefing on 22 December. 

Tabled at the meeting was a LTP timing schedule for the Working Group’s information which the 
Working Group endorsed. 

 

The meeting closed at 4.10 pm. 
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8. Financial Report for Council – Period Ended  
31 December 2011 

(Clr Leggett) (Report prepared by J Somerville) Reference (F045-06) 

1. Attached is the financial report for Council for the first six months ended 31 December 2011. 

2. The Income Statement reports a surplus of $1.567M for the year to date compared to the 
budgeted surplus of $0.49M .  Both revenue and expenditure are slower than expected resulting 
in the surplus being $1.076M more than forecast.   

Revenue 
3. Total Income and Rates for the December year to date period is below budget by $1.54M 

(3.8%). 

4. Comments are provided below on variances greater than $100,000: 

a. Land Subdivision contributions continue to be slow due to the uncertain economic 
environment. 

b. Property and other revenues are ahead of budget due to London Quay rentals and profit 
from section sale, (Both were expected to be sold in the last financial year and not allowed 
for when determining the budget). 

c. Community Facilities are ahead of budget due to Stadium Trust’s contribution towards 
Aquatic centre and recoveries of insurance disbursements. 

d. Land Transport income is less than budgeted because: 

i. Slower than projected renewal capital expenditure resulting in less subsidy revenue. 

ii. Parking fee income is down due to the longer than expected free period at the car park 
building.   

iii. Fewer than anticipated parking infringement notices  being issued resulting in less 
than expected revenue. 

iv. Subdivision contributions and development impact levies less than budgeted due to 
less development in the current economic times. 

e. Wastewater revenue is under budget due to less than anticipated development contributions 
because of the present economic climate. 

f. Water supply unfavourable to budget due to lower than forecast upgrade levies and 
connection charges. 

g. Solid Waste Management is slower than budgeted due to less than expected dump fees as a 
result of continuing slow down in the commercial sector and  recycling initiatives.  

h. Environmental Policy and Information is ahead of forecast mainly due to private plan 
change revenue (not budgeted), reimbursement of nassella pest enforcement expenditure 
together with contribution to the significant natural areas project. 

i. Resource Consents continue to be slower than forecast due to less than expected discharge, 
landuse, subdivision, water consents and hearings.   

j. Building Control income is lower than anticipated due to the small number of building 
consents and associated inspections as a result of the current economic uncertainty.                                    
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Expenditure 
5. Overall expenditure is less than budget by $2.617M (6.52%).  Comments are provided on 

variances greater than $100,000. 

a. Land Transport is less than forecast due to: 

i. Less than budgeted unsealed /sealed pavement and environmental maintenance as well 
as minor safety improvements (seasonal with the majority of the work undertaken in 
autumn).  This favourable expenditure is offset by;   

ii. Emergency reinstatement damage repairs and network management charges both 
ahead of budget.  

b. Rivers and Land Drainage is slower than forecast due to less flood damage expenditure 
required than budgeted and  seasonal contract variances. 

c. Wastewater is behind budget in the areas of: 

i. Treatment costs and reticulation maintenance (both seasonal and we expect this 
variance to be corrected by March - April 2012).    

ii. Depreciation and loan interest are lower than expected as the budget was based on the 
2010-11 capital expenditure budget.  Actual capital expenditure for 2011 was below 
budget which has a flow on effect into this financial year. 

d. Stormwater drainage is slower than forecast in reticulation maintenance, loan interest and  
depreciation. 

e. Water is slower than budget in the areas of pump station expenditure and loan interest. 

f. Solid Waste management is less than forecast due to slower than expected levy payments, 
consultancy and rubbish bag handling charges (changed under the new contract). 

g. Resource Consents  is slower than forecast due to personnel and hearing associated cost 
savings due to fewer hearings. 

 

Capital Expenditure 
6. Budgeted capital expenditure for the year is $47.2M including $19.1M of carryovers from the 

2010/11 financial year.  After reviewing the Land Subdivision Reserves revenue and reducing 
the capital expenditure funded from this source to match, the total capital expenditure  budget 
has reduced to $45.2M for the year.  

 Actual expenditure of $10.35M  for the six months is $4.9M less than December 2010 and 
$8.64M less than expected for the year to date.   

7. Early indications are that there is likely to be deferrals and carryovers to 2012/2013 of 
approximately $7.64M in the following activities: 

      Activity $M Comment 

Community Security $0.22M Security camera network delays re other 
CBD developments & resources. 

Rivers & Land Drainage $0.6M Kent St drain improvements deferred 
pending future flood monitoring 

Roads $1.6M Awaiting NZTA programme approval for 
bridge renewals and Jackson/ORR 
intersection upgrade together with 
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Awatere/Wairau seal deferrals as not yet 
assigned by NZTA .  Footpath renewal 
deferred pending broadband cabling 
installation. Kenepuru Rd deferred to 
combine with 2012/13 works.  

Sewerage $3.72M Blenheim  and Riverlands for treatment at 
the domestic/industrial ponds. This 
portion deferred until 2012-13 

Water $1.5M Speeds Rd –treatment & pipeline deferred 
to 2013/14 

 

8. There is also expected to be capital savings of $2M for the Blenheim central water treatment 
plant.  

RECOMMENDED 
That the financial report for the period ended 31 December 2011 be received.
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Income
Actual YTD Budget YTD Variance Total Budget

Rates 25,752,160       25,586,085       166,075            51,670,319   

-less remissions (226,042)          (179,998)          (46,044)            (425,000)       

Rates 25,526,118       25,406,087       120,031            51,245,319   

Rates penalty income 236,663            139,998            96,665              280,000        

Total Rates 25,762,781       25,546,085       216,696            51,525,319   

Other Income

Dividends -                   -                   -                   696,000        

Interest Revenue (external) 578,582            582,937            (4,355)              1,236,867     

Land Subdivision Contributions 201,860            525,000            (323,140)          4a 1,050,000     

Development Impact levies 23,019              79,998              (56,979)            160,000        

Petroleum Tax 173,525            199,998            (26,473)            400,000        

Gain on Sale of Fixed Assets -                   -                   -                   1,000,000     

Marlborough Regional Forestry -                   -                   -                   708,000        

Property and Other Revenue 613,916            409,774            204,142            4b 687,649        

Other Income 1,590,902         1,797,707         (206,805)          5,938,516     

Activity Income
Democratic Process. -                   840                   (840)                 1,680            
Culture and Heritage. 70,083              -                   70,083              -                
Community Housing 535,364            545,712            (10,348)            1,037,136     
Community Safety. 128,736            118,822            9,914                185,645        
Community Support. 8,310                (8,076)              16,386              -                
Library Services. 67,988              71,496              (3,508)              143,000        
Emergency Management. 376                   24,102              (23,726)            48,200          
Community Facilities. 306,880            105,908            200,972            4c 201,485        
Land Transport. 3,500,653         4,015,242         (514,589)          4d 9,369,168     
Rivers and Land Drainage. 1,875,908         1,851,028         24,880              3,656,790     
Wastewater (Sewerage). 871,371            992,502            (121,131)          4e 2,206,000     
Stormwater. 18,365              67,752              (49,387)            395,500        
Water Supply. 70,240              203,502            (133,262)          4f 602,000        
Solid Waste Management. 1,988,957         2,584,260         (595,303)          4g 5,546,150     
Environmental Policy and Information. 112,555            12,504              100,051            4h 25,000          
Resource Consents. 493,647            782,496            (288,849)          4i 1,565,000     
Building Control. 613,046            954,000            (340,954)          4j 1,908,000     
Compliance. 276,573            229,693            46,880              403,700        
Animal Control. 560,141            541,702            18,439              573,400        
Harbour Control. 161,435            132,998            28,437              428,493        
Regional Development. 24,399              9,000                15,399              18,000          
Total Activity Income 11,685,027       13,235,483       (1,550,456)       28,314,347   

Total MDC Income 39,038,710       40,579,275       (1,540,565)       85,778,182   

Marlborough District Council
Income and Expenditure Statement

31 December 2011

2010-2011 Activity Income
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Marlborough District Council
Income and Expenditure Statement

31 December 2011  

Expenditure
Actual YTD Budget YTD Variance Total Budget

Activity Expenditure

Democratic Process. 1,174,844         1,149,376         (25,468)            2,539,059     
Culture and Heritage. 578,942            523,933            (55,009)            3,739,614     
Community Housing 552,661            594,388            41,727              1,160,581     
Community Safety. 158,163            146,337            (11,826)            291,908        
Community Support. 380,158            324,014            (56,144)            770,773        
Library Services. 769,954            765,709            (4,245)              1,508,313     
Emergency Management. 290,906            377,393            86,487              761,436        
Community Facilities. 3,610,783         3,637,363         26,580              9,278,772     
Land Transport. 9,311,432         9,949,933         638,501            5a 19,378,923   
Rivers and Land Drainage. 2,014,298         2,200,739         186,441            5b 4,387,683     
Wastewater (Sewerage). 3,479,599         4,081,645         602,046            5c 8,031,483     
Stormwater. 680,177            834,852            154,675            5d 1,665,875     
Water Supply. 4,295,198         4,634,001         338,803            5e 9,205,674     
Solid Waste Management. 3,430,268         3,532,216         101,948            5f 7,456,336     
Environmental Policy and Information. 2,238,191         2,301,538         63,347              5,288,031     
Resource Consents. 1,054,795         1,220,817         166,022            5g 2,665,386     
Building Control. 1,086,135         1,126,352         40,217              2,316,947     
Compliance. 744,341            756,108            11,767              1,659,810     
Animal Control. 298,810            313,091            14,281              619,499        
Harbour Control. 484,722            456,945            (27,777)            966,664        
Regional Development. 818,941            727,093            (91,848)            1,359,975     
Total Activities 37,453,318       39,653,843       2,200,525         85,052,743   
Includes Internal Interest 2,533,110         3,000,312         467,202            5,984,460     

34,920,208       36,653,531       1,733,323         79,068,282   

Other Expenditure

Interest Expense (External) 517,839            1,353,018         835,179            2,706,038     

Property & Other Expenditure 2,033,583         2,082,251         48,668              3,549,825     

Other Expenditure 2,551,422         3,435,269         883,847            6,255,863     

Total Expenditure MDC 37,471,630       40,088,800       2,617,170         85,324,145   

Net Surplus (Deficit) 1,567,080         490,475            1,076,605         454,037        

2010-2011 Activity Expenditure
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Actual YTD Budget YTD Variance Total Budget

Arts and Heritage 0 0 48,000
Community Housing 82,450 85,002 2,552             170,000
Community Safety 111,252 111,252 222,500
Libraries 231,780 238,368 6,588             429,086
Emergency Management 24,802 24,802 30,800
Community Facilities 1,198,391 1,879,637 681,246 2,875,814
Land Transport 3,257,749 3,520,245 262,496 10,388,855
Rivers and Land Drainage 344,566 1,472,514 1,127,948 2,945,006
Sewerage 1,166,303 4,504,642 3,338,339 13,230,283
Stormwater 572,560 1,107,634 535,074 2,375,260
Water 2,046,520 4,411,185 2,364,665 9,760,358
Solid and Hazardous Waste 51,272           217,330 166,058 521,591
Environmental 49,284 31,871 -17,413 109,000
Regional Development 382,559 334,513 (48,046)          334,513
Consents and Compliance 1,926 1,926 13,700
Harbour Control 116,431 112,148 (4,283)            473,365
Investment activities 520,275 525,000 4,725 -289,000
Corporate Overhead 235,620 328,491 92,871 1,243,947
Direct Management 12,820 (12,820)          0
Plant Operations 77,673 79,239 1,566 358,300
Total Net Capital Expenditure 10,346,253 18,985,799 8,639,546 45,241,378

Marlborough District Council
Net Capital Expenditure 

31 December 2011

2011-12 Net Capital Expenditure - by Month
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9. Treasury Management Report for Period Ended 
31 December 2011  

 (Clr Leggett) (Report prepared by M J South) Reference (T270-01) 

Purpose 
1. The purpose is to present the Treasury Management Report for the period ending 31 December 

2011 to Council. 

Attachment 
2. Attached are details of Council’s Treasury Management Report for the quarter ended 31 

December 2011. Comparative details for the quarter ended 30 September 2011 are shown in 
italics and shaded. 

Market Interest Rate Movements 
3. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand left the Official Cash Rate “OCR” unchanged at 2.5% in the 

December Monetary Policy Statement. 

4. Council’s fund managers advise that New Zealand interest rates fell across the entire yield 
curve.  Medium and longer term rates fell more than shorter term rates, flattening the yield 
curve.  For example New Zealand Government 10 and 5 year bonds were at historic lows ie:  
3.8% and 3.3% respectively. 

Investments 
5. Details of Council funds and investments are attached. 

6. Council maintains an investment portfolio reported as securities in the Treasury Management 
Report:   

Investments – short term  $2,864,546
Investments – long term  $7,916,393
Total Investments  $10,780,939

 
7. The average interest earnings rate of 7.0% is 2.02% higher than that for the September quarter.  

The reason for this is the reduction in the low interest (3%) BNZ call account balance from 
$8.93 M to $1.42 M.  As explained in the last report, the September call account balance 
reduced to $1.87 M by 31 October.  

8. During the December quarter the following changes were made to the portfolio:  

 The Auckland City $1.0 M bond matured.   

 The purchase of $0.347 M ASB 15 November 2012 subordinated bonds to meet policy 
parameters.  This increases the holding of this maturity to $0.847 M.  

 The sale of $1.0 M BNZ 15 September 2012 bonds and the purchase of $1.4 M BNZ 
20 December 2018 bonds to meet policy parameters. 

9. Council maintains the investment portfolio considering:  
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 Compliance with Council’s Treasury Management Policy for investment portfolio 
maturity profile. 

 The level of investment required to maintain an adequate disaster recovery reserve, as 
reported in the 30 September 2010 report to this committee. 

10. Bancorp Treasury Services Limited, Fund Managers for Council, provide advice on 
reinvestment of securities and report quarterly on Treasury Management Policy for compliance 
and investment returns. 

Compliance with Council Policy 
11. Council’s Treasury Management Policy sets criteria surrounding credit rating, maximum 

investment allowed with any one institution and the maximum allowed to be invested with any 
type of institution. 

12. In early December, Standard and Poor’s (S&P) downgraded a significant number of banks, 
including the major Australian and New Zealand banks.  The major New Zealand banks’ senior 
debt was downgraded from AA to AA- while the banks’ subordinated Lower Tier 2 debt was 
downgraded from AA- to A-.   

The ASB 8.77% coupon subordinated bonds of $0.87 M with a maturity of 15 November 2012 
were downgraded from AA- to A-.   

The ANZ/National Bank 9.66% coupon ‘hybrid’ bond of $1.0 M with an initial maturity date of 
18 April 2013 was downgraded from A+ to BBB, reflecting its deeper subordination.   

S&P issued a research update on ANZ Bank and its subsidiaries after the downgrade noting the 
bank’s “strong business position, its adequate capital and earnings, risk position and liquidity;  
average funding;  and potential Government support”.   Council’s fund managers report that 
there is nothing in the research which suggests that ANZ or any of its subsidiaries is in danger 
of suffering financial distress.  They also report that the same conclusion can be drawn from the 
financial position of the other major New Zealand banks.  

As a result of the downgrades, Council is in breach of its current Treasury Management policies 
as the minimum rating for investments in a New Zealand registered bank is A+.  

However, in a review of Council’s Treasury Management policies for the Long Term Plan 
which will take effect from 1 July 2012 it is intended to lower the minimum credit rating for a 
registered bank to A- or the Moody’s Investor Services or Fitch Ratings equivalents.  Thus the 
Lower Tier 2 ASB subordinated debt would meet the parameters of the new policy, while the 
ANZ/National Bank hybrid bond would meet Moody’s equivalent test, as this agency assigns a 
Aa3 rating to the ANZ/National Bank hybrid bond which equates to a S&P rating of A-. 

13. Council’s Treasury Management Policies state:  “Investments that no longer comply with 
minimum rating criteria due to a rating downgrade must be sold within one month of the 
downgrade being notified, unless Council formally approves the continued holding of the 
investment”.  

14. Council’s fund manager’s recommendation is to continue to hold the non-complying bonds as a 
policy exception until the new policy takes effect.   

15. All other criteria have been met for the 31 December quarter. 

External Borrowings 
16. As at 31 December 2011 Council has $19.733 M of external borrowings.   
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RECOMMENDED 
1. That the Treasury Management Report for the period ended 31 December 2011 be 

received. 

2. That Council formally approve the continued holding of the ASB and ANZ/National Bank 
bonds. 
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MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL
QUARTERLY TREASURY MANAGEMENT REPORT 

Current Market Interest Rates as at 31 December 2011

Term Rate quoted from -
December   

2011
November       

2011
October     

2011
September       

2011

OCR Reserve Bank 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50%
30 days Reserve Bank 2.61% 2.63% 2.69% 2.73%
90 days Bank bills 2.74% 2.71% 2.72% 2.85%
Maturity 04/13 NZ Government Bonds- yield 2.51% 2.51% 2.79% 2.87%
Maturity 04/15 NZ Government Bonds- yield 2.72% 2.86% 3.35% 3.35%
Maturity 03/19 NZ Government Bonds- yield 3.77% 3.77% 4.28% 4.20%
Maturity 05/21 NZ Government Bonds- yield 3.80% 4.03% 4.50% 4.43%

Statement of MDC Cash, Investments and External Borrowings as at 31 December 2011

% Funds
Last Quarter 

September  2011

Bank Current Accounts
 - BNZ Current Funds or (Overdraft) 614,635          4.70% ($437,648)

(allowing for unpresented cheques of $64,781)

On Call Rating
 - BNZ AA 3.00% 1,421,799       10.88% $8,930,145

Readily Available Funds 2,036,434       15.58% $8,492,497

Investments -short term (12 months or less)
Banks
 - BNZ AA 1yr (06/12) 4.45% 78,878            0.60% $78,878
 - BNZ AA 179 days (02/12) 4.30% 176,635          1.35% $176,635
Securities 
 - Auckland City AA 4 years (11/11) 8.50% -                      0.00% $1,000,000
 - Bank of America A- 5 years  (03/12) 7.55% 499,992          3.82% $499,992
 - Bank of America A- 5 years  (03/12) 8.19% 498,825          3.82% $498,825
 - BNZ Banking Bond AA 6 years (09/12) 7.03% -                      0.00% $1,019,112
 - Morgan Stanley A- 6 years (09/12) 7.10% 1,002,173       7.67% $1,002,173
 - ASB Bank Ltd A- 4 years (11/12) 8.91% 502,919          3.85%
 - ASB Bank Ltd A- 11 months (11/12) 5.00% 360,637          2.76%

Investments Available within 1 year 5.86% $3,120,059 23.87% $4,275,615

Investments -long term (greater than 12 months)

Securities 
 - ASB Bank Ltd AA- 4 years (11/12) 8.91% -                      0.00% $502,919
 - ASB Bank Ltd AA 4 years (07/13) 6.56% 1,069,371       8.18% $1,069,371
 - BNZ Bond AA- 6 years (05/15) 7.98% 1,034,915       7.92% $1,034,915
 - BNZ AA 5 years (05/13) 8.54% 1,000,800       7.66% $1,000,800
 - Fonterra A+ 9 years (04/14) 7.00% 499,029          3.82% $499,029
 - Fonterra A+ 5 years (04/14) 8.74% 464,358          3.55% $464,358
 - ANZ/National BBB 5 years (04/13) 9.66% 1,000,000       7.65% $1,000,000
 - Rotorua District Council UR 8 years (04/16) 8.16% 947,921          7.25% $947,921
 - Auckland Council AA 7 years (09/17) 6.52% 500,000          3.82% $500,000
 - BNZ AA- 7 years (12/18) 6.10% 1,400,000       10.71%

Funds Available > 1 year 7.65% 7,916,393       60.56% $7,019,312

Total Funds Available 7.00% $13,072,886 100.00% $19,787,424

External Borrowings

Westpac
- Loans less than 12 months 3.59% 5,000,000       
- Loans greater than 12 months 4.63% 14,000,000     
MDC Holdings Ltd
- Current account (interest charged annually @ 90 day bank bill rate) 733,000          
Total External Borrowings 19,733,000$   



 

10. Debtors’ Overdue Report as at 31 December 2011 
(Clr Leggett) (Report prepared by S Greenhill) Reference (A135-04) 

Purpose 

1. To present the Debtors’ and Property Leases and Licences Debtors’ reports as at 31 December 
2011. 

Background 
2. This report reports on the levels of debt relating in the main to the following revenue streams: 

 - Building Consents 

 - Resource Consents 

 - Development Contributions 

 - Licences 

 - Tradewaste. 

 - Water and Sewerage Connections 

3. The Debtor’s Report as at 31 December 2011 is attached for councillors' information.  

4. This report covers both November and December, and while December month balances have 
been included in this report, due to the Christmas/New Year break and annual leave, analysis of 
payments since month end has not yet been completed. 

5. The current debtors have increased and includes second quarter trade waste invoices of 
$340,103. 

6. The Property Leases and Licences Debtors’ Report as at 31 December 2011 is also attached for 
councillors’ information.  Current and total balance fluctuate monthly depending on individual 
leases and invoicing periods, e.g. monthly, quarterly, six monthly or annual.  However, 90 day 
debtors have remained relatively constant for the last four months. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the information be received. 
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DEBTORS REPORT AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2011   

       

 
Current 
Month Comparison for Previous 5 Months 

       
       

Aged Analysis Report December November October September August July  
       
Current 966,515.91 742,644.74 1,458,120.86 707,406.01 837,221.89 975,314.61 
30 - 90 Days 430,375.60 475,701.58 279,363.56 398,469.25 292,821.60 269,350.61 
90 Days 228,723.01 233,839.41 140,697.71 108,368.85 118,723.21 108,082.91 

Outstanding Debtors Closing Balance 1,625,614.52 1,452,185.73 1,878,182.13 1,214,244.11 1,248,766.70 1,352,748.13 

       
       

Debtors Action Report - Debtors over 90 days with 
Balance >$250         
       
 December November October September August July 
       
With Receivables Management 8,228.60 8,428.60 9,228.60 11,653.29 11,653.29 11,013.32 
Paying by Agreement 150,462.13 174,058.28 85,152.36 81,486.27 73,697.59 82,025.16 
Debts in Dispute 44,925.33 30,758.32 31,365.47 11,578.47 5,551.04 4,964.55 
Payments since month end taken off above amounts 23,275.64 18,747.06 12,248.24 772.00 24,886.95 3,066.13 
Sub-Total 226,891.70 231,992.26 137,994.67 105,490.03 115,788.87 101,069.16 
Various Debtors with Balances <$250 1,831.31 1,847.15 2,703.04 2,878.82 2,934.34 7,013.75 

Over 90 days Outstanding Total 228,723.01 233,839.41 140,697.71 108,368.85 118,723.21 108,082.91 
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Property Leases and Licences Debtors Report as at 31 December 2011 
       

 Current Month Comparison for Previous 5 Months 

       
       

Aged Analysis Report December November October September August July 
       
Current 51,755.88 55,396.35 34,295.38 29,598.87 64,384.59 54,349.39 
30  Days 4,785.98 8,479.43 11,817.79 15,790.79 16,630.98 48,904.78 
60 Days   3,673.10 6,481.97 4,041.29 6,540.31 5,613.59 2,867.93 
90 Days 23,582.97 22,570.68 23,194.11 24,308.82 20,676.68 18,108.51 

Outstanding Debtors Closing Balance 83,797.93 92,928.43 73,348.57 76,238.79 107,305.84 124,230.61 

       

60 and 90 days Overdue Balance 27,256.07 29,052.65 27,235.40 30,849.13 26,290.27 20,976.44 
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11. Rates Reports  
(Clr Leggett) (Report prepared by W Williams) Reference (R135-15) 

Purpose 

1. To present the Rate Levies Status report, Rate Arrears Aged Balance report and the Water 
Billing Debtors’ report as at 31 December 2011. 

Rate Levies Status Report and Rate Arrears Aged Balance Report 
2. Attached for information are the Rate Levies Status report and Rate Arrears Aged Balance 

report as at 31 December 2011. 

3. We have collected 48.45% of the overall rates levied for 2011-2012 (inclusive of arrears) and 
this compares with 48.51% at this time last year. 

4. During January 650 reminder letters have been sent out to those ratepayers who have not 
cleared their rates and haven’t made an arrangement to do so. This compares to 656 during the 
same month in 2011. 

5. Rate instalment three will be lodged with NZ Post 1 February 2012; the final day for payment is 
12 March 2012. 

6. Due to increased levels of rate debtors and resulting debt collection fees paid to our contractor, 
it was mentioned in our November 2011 rates report to the Committee, that in-house processes 
were being developed for the collection of rate arrears from mortgagees and through the Court.  

7. With the New Year this process has now begun with a total of 92 letters being sent to owners 
who still have rates owing as at 30 June 2011, requesting payment of arrears. 

8. Currently our rate arrears (rate debt older than 30 June 2011) amount to $511,085.78 as 
compared to $310,151.64 at the same time last year. Attached is a copy of the rates letter 
template used. 

Water Billing Debtors’ Report 
9. Attached for information is the Water Billing Debtors’ report as at 31 December 2011. 

10. Water Billing occurs quarterly.  The big increase in December 2011 from September 2011 is 
because the Awatere/Seddon and the Southern Valleys' meters are not read in September 
because  - Most users in the Awatere are under the annual cubic water usage allowance that is 
included in the uniform annual water charge. 

 - Southern Valleys' water is disconnected over the winter months. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the reports be received. 
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Marlborough District Council 

         

Rate Levies Status Report as at 31 December 2011 
         

Financial Division Balance 
B/Fwd 

(01/07/11) 

Inst Levy To 
Q2 

Arrears Pen Instal Pen Adjustments Cash Received 
(incl Paid in 

Advance) 

Add back 
Paid in 

Advance 
31/12/2011 

Balance 
31/12/2011 

Admin Rural     22,740.42         460,831.82       2,766.65       6,068.25       (3,808.36)      (492,683.26)       67,963.96          63,879.48  

Blenheim   267,831.80    14,481,403.81     32,881.41     47,785.76     (82,308.71) (14,945,335.67)      866,545.44        668,803.84  

Blenheim Vicinity     94,462.28      5,643,170.41     12,919.88     18,617.72     (68,079.95)   (5,792,582.80)      296,540.43        205,047.97  

General Rural   149,479.90      4,457,564.37     16,357.42     30,212.78     (40,462.68)   (4,590,389.48)      296,415.72        319,178.03  

Picton   141,585.76      3,602,099.26     13,391.98     20,859.29     (42,132.51)   (3,670,145.93)      206,276.41        271,934.26  

Picton Vicinity      5,349.73         238,457.79          840.18       1,366.04       (2,356.24)      (259,156.37)        27,355.47          11,856.60  

Utilities Network                    -             6,156.00                 -                  -                    -         (12,084.00)          5,928.00                       -  

Current Year Totals   681,449.89    28,889,683.45     79,157.52   124,909.84   (239,148.45) (29,762,377.51)   1,767,025.43     1,540,700.17  

         

Paid in Advance 
balance b/fwd 

1/07/2011 1/07/2010       

         
      368,698.80              310,949.80       
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                  Marlborough District Council 

    

                     Rate Arrears Aged Balance Report as at 31 December 2011 

    

Year Total Outstanding 
(01/07/2011) 

Cash Received (-) Total Arrears Outstanding 
31/12/2011 

2010/11                        918,178.20                            504,938.33                            413,239.87 

2009/10                             98,723.19                              28,631.43                              70,091.76 

2008/09                             23,594.57                                2,052.84                              21,541.73 

2007/08                               9,306.70                                4,335.62                                4,971.08 

2006/07                               1,355.05                                   451.89                                   903.16 

Prior 2006                                  338.18                                           -                                    338.18 

Total                        1,051,495.89                            540,410.11                            511,085.78 

    

Rates balance b/fwd                          681,449.89   

Add back Paid in Advance                          368,698.80   

Opening Balance Adjustment                             1,347.20   

Total Arrears Actual                       1,051,495.89   
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Water Billing Debtors Report as at 31 December 2011   

       
 Current Month Comparison for Previous 5 Months 

       
       

Aged Analysis Report December November October 
Septembe

r August July 
       
Current 439,363.75  98.23 192.29 293,563.57 1,673.14 (1,747.23) 
30 - 90 Days 98.23  4,661.36 63,194.52 (918.51) 14,270.12 63,720.48  
90 Days 22,760.67  17,930.20 23,482.91 33,477.76 22,659.71 24,840.77  

Outstanding Debtors Closing Balance 462,222.65  22,689.79 86,869.72 326,122.82 38,602.97 86,814.02  

       
       

Debtors Action Report - Debtors over 90 days Balance >$250       
       

 December November October 
Septembe

r August July 
       
With Receivables Management 15,460.00 16,105.56 16,255.56 16,355.56 15,618.18 15,858.18 
Paying by Agreement 2,817.21 1,434.72 4,346.22 4,884.82 2,718.05 3,340.02 
Negotiating Payment Arrangement 4,109.42 2,756.06 5,577.34 10,532.55 1,479.09 4,038.49 
Sub-Total 22,386.63 20,296.34 26,179.12 31,772.93 19,815.32 23,236.69 
Various Debtors with Balances <$250 or Credit Balances 374.04 (2,366.14) (2,696.21) 1,704.83 2,844.39 1,604.08 

Over 90 days Outstanding Total 22,760.67 17,930.20 23,482.91 33,477.76 22,659.71 24,840.77 



 

 

Date 
 

Ratepayer 

 

File Ref: R090-09 

Ask For: Wendy Williams 
 

 

Dear Ratepayer 

Rates Arrears- Request for Payment 
Property No.   Property Address 

It appears that you have ignored Council’s previous requests for payment of your rates arrears.  As a 
result, Council has no option but to make this further request for payment. 

The Council now requires payment of $[amount in arrears] in full within 14 days. 

What will happen if you do not pay? 

If you have a mortgage, Council will have no alternative but to notify, and accept payment of your 
rates arrears from your first mortgagee.  Your first mortgagee can make the payment under the Local 
Government (Rating) Act 2002.  Your first mortgagee can then add the amount of the rates arrears 
onto your mortgage. 

If you do not have a mortgage, Council will have no alternative but to take court proceedings to 
recover these overdue rates.  Council can apply to the Court for an order that the property be sold to 
enable the arrears of rates to be met.  Taking proceedings of this kind could have very serious 
consequences for you because: 

 The order can be registered against the title to your property.  You will then be unable to deal 
with your land without Council’s consent.  This would include remortgaging and sale of the 
land; 

 If the rates are not paid, your property can be sold; 

 The costs of the court proceedings and of the sale of your property are recoverable by Council.  
These costs can be substantial. 

 Continued failure to pay could affect your credit rating. 

How can you avoid this action? 

Pay the above amount in full within 14 days or contact Wendy Williams now on ph 03 520 7407 to 
arrange a mutually agreed repayment plan.  

Please see overleaf for detailed information on Council’s rates arrears recovery process. 

Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
KAYE MCILVENEY 
SOLICITOR 

Let(3B) 
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Marlborough District Council’s Process for Recovery of Rates Arrears 
Council has a number of tools available to recover rates if a property owner is in default. 

Penalties 
If you have not paid an installment in full by the due date a penalty of 10% of the remaining unpaid 
instalment amount is added on the next day. 

A further penalty of 10% is added to all rates and charges that remain unpaid on 30 June each year.  

Referral to Debt Collection Agency 
Debts can be referred to a debt collection agency.  Your debt may be listed as a credit default with a 
credit reporting agency.  This means the debt will be recorded on your credit history file and may 
remain up to five years which will affect your credit rating.  

Recovery from Mortgagee 
Council can recover the rates arrears from your first mortgagee if the rates and penalties are not paid 
by 1 November following the financial year in which they first became payable.  Your mortgagee then 
treats the amount as part of the money secured by your mortgage.   

Court Proceedings 
Council can take court proceedings to recover the unpaid rates and penalties through a charging order.  
The court costs will be added to the amount you have to pay. The order is registered against the title to 
your property.  You will then be unable to deal with your land without Council’s consent.  This would 
include remortgaging and sale of the land.  

Sale or Lease of the Land 
If the rates, penalties, and costs remain unpaid, Council can apply to the Court to sell or lease your 
property.  The proceeds are used to cover all of the outstanding amounts, including the costs of the 
Court Registrar in selling or leasing your property.  If there is any money left after that, it is paid to the 
Public Trustee who is responsible for paying the balance to any person who has an interest in the land. 

Abandoned Land 
Land can be treated as abandoned where the rates remain unpaid for three years and the ratepayer is 
unknown, cannot be found, is deceased and has no personal representative or has given notice to 
Council that they intend to abandon the land.  In such cases, Council can apply to the Court for the 
land to be declared abandoned and for Council to sell or lease the land to recover the rates, penalties 
and costs outstanding. 

Contact Us 
If you are experiencing difficulty in paying your rates account, please contact the Rates Team on     
03 520 7400 who are able to arrange a mutually acceptable repayment plan with you and reduce or 
avoid further penalties.  
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12. Decision to Conduct Business with the Public Excluded 
Decided: That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this 
meeting, namely: 

- Debtors’ Overdue Reports 

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for 
passing this resolution in relation to each matter and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of 
the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this 
resolution are as follows: 

General Subject of each 
matter to be considered 

Reason for passing this 
resolution in relation to 
each matter 

Ground(s) under Section 48(1) for the 
passing of this resolution 

Debtors’ Overdue 
Reports 

In order to protect the 
privacy of natural persons, 
as provided for under 
Section 7(2)(a). 

That the public conduct of the 
relevant part of the proceedings of the 
meeting would be likely to result in 
the disclosure of information for 
which good reason for withholding 
exists under Section 7 of the Local 
Government Official Information and 
Meetings Act 1987. 
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